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ter being out four weeks. They
tained practically every concession

i

ob-

PENDING PURCHASE.
Negotiations

The Freight Handlers'
Strike Still On.

on

for the

Weinmann

came In the room.
In the scuffle
O iveefe fired a revolver twice without
O'Keefe claimed Sullivan Is
effect.
indebted to him in the sum of $1 7,000.
He Invited sulltvan to his room and
held him threatening to kill him unless
the money was forthcoming. Several
ineffectual attempts were made to rescue Sullivan during the night. O'Keefe
is In jail.

Royal Welcome Extend-

Building by Joe Barnett.
A few days ago The Citizen, intimated that, since the accident to the Weinmann building which was occupied by
B. Ruppe, Joe Barnett, who is building
on the lot adjoining, would undoubtedly make an effort to purcnase it.
provided he considered the price reasonable.
Since the return of Mr. Harnett from

The Boilermakers' Strike Was
Settled.

ed to Him.
Death List From the
Explosion.

Mine

-
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Mrs. Hathaway Is much

nicely.
proved.

Im-

The farmers and ranchmen above
the city are rejoicing over the aupply
of water which has gradually been increasing in the river since the rain.
The supply Is sufficient for Irrigation.
Lou Schoenecker, the day mixer at
Fe
the White Elephant, has been off duty
the past two days, and Tom Kline la
Flood.
working double shift. Lou has been
ailing for some time, and will doubtless go to Jemcz hot springs or his
The Kaw River is Rising at outinf.
Miss Claude Albright, who has sojourned the past few years In Paris.
Topeka.
France, Is expected home In a short
time. Her mother, Mrs. J. O. Albright,
has gone east to New York to meet her
Hundreds are Living in Tents at on the arrival of the steamer from

Suffers From
Kansas

Johnstown,
Johnstown, Pa., July 12. One hundred and five are now dead from last
Thursday's explosion at the rolling
mine of the Cambria Steel company.
California several conferences have
It is not probable this record will be
Poles Imported to Take Strikers' been held with Mr. Weinmann and to. Tracy Held Up An Aged Couple for swelled to any great extent and in no
day it is learned that the pending necase is it expected the list will exceed
gotiations are about ready to be fully
His Supper.
Places Driven From Town.
110 or 115.
The mire workings were
consummated, whereby the property
thoroughly explored during the nifcht.
will pass into the hands of Mr. Barnett.
A UNIVERSITY STRIKE.
BACK FROM CALIFORNIA.
SULLIVAN WAS RESCUED.
Mr. Barnett was seen this afternoon
by a Citizen representative, and. while
Charles Mausard and Wife Returned
he would,not positively confirm the reto the City This Morning.
London. July 12. Lord Kitchener
Chicago, July 12. Practically all port of the purchase of the Weinmann
Charles Mausard and wife, after a
railroad staffer,
truckmen in the city engaged in property, h remarked: "Well, wait arrived at p.Paddiueton
m. and was greeted by five weeks' stay on the Pacific coast,
freight teaming refused to work this until next week, when everything will at
cheering crowds. The Prince of Wales returned to the city last night, and this
probauiy
be
puidic."
ready
for
the
morning pending a settlement of the
at Padding-to- morning he called at ne Citizen ofAfter giving this pointer to The Cit- welcomed Lord Kitchener him
at St. fice. He recommends San Francisco
and later received
freight handlers strike. The strike Is izen representative, Mr. Barnett said
simply a cessation of work by the men that he would altar his plans for a new Jr.mes Palace. Lord Kitchener was ac- as tne tueai place to visit during the
corded n magnificent
from a summer, and says he didn't have a
as individuals and has not been author- building somewhat, and that the new huge throng of people.welcome
After a brief "hot moment" while In the big city on
more
building,
occupying
proposed
If the freight frontage, would, when completed, be official reception at the docks the gen- the coast. He and wife took an ocean
ized by their unions.
handlers strike is settled today the an ornament to the city and one of the eral wns driven through decoraied and ride to Portland. Oregon, and there
streets to Hartley hall, where met several
i hey
teamsters will at once resume work. most substantial, thorough structures crowded
he received an address from the Cham- also took in the Elks' fair and enter
Should a settlement fail, it is said the in the southwest.
In talking about walls, the gentle- ber of Commerce, expressing admira- tainment at Oakland, Cal and Charley
commission merchants will lose
man intimated that the east side- of tion of the generalship, resource and says positively the entertainment was
sport he ever
through the destruction of perish- "The Economist" dry goods store skill which he has shown in South the biggest
Africa and hoping the peace which he attended. Mr. ST "Irs. Mausard met
able goods today. The freight handlers would undoubtedly have to be reme- had
secured would be lasting and mark colonies of AlbutSeegue people in Caliheld meetings this morning, at which died provided the west wall of the the beginning of a new epoch of pros fornia this
suniwin and tney report
building would have to be
Weinmann
development each and every ofe having a fine vaca
perity a iid commercial
committees were appointed to visit the torn down.
throughout the empire. In reply Lord tion.
railway managers in accordance with
kiicnencr declared whatever success
a plan proposed by the Chicago board
A RICH COUNTRY.
i had achieved
was due the rank and
HIS STORY TOLD.
of arbitration last night.
file c f the army.
At the headquarters of the teamLondon
at
Lord
reached
Kitchener
sters union it is said there are 8,000
12:48 p. m. and his progress through
teamsters out. This brings the total Charles B, Eddy Was in Denver and the
metropolis was one most memora- Passengers Thcught Him Unsociable
men on striV.e to about 1C.O00 men.
ble. A crowd was there In tens of thouHis
Talked
About
Railroad.
asA number of teamsters were
But He Was Dead.
sands to see the man of the hour.
saulted. They were dragged from their
From the moment he set foot in Louseats and the horses either unhitched
don to the time of bis disappearance
or the harness cut.
PENETRATES NEW MEXICO.
beneath the portal of St. James PalSTRICKEN WITH ASTHMA.
At 12:05 p. m. five committeemen of
ace, Lord Kitchener was received with
the freight handlers returned to union
such an outburst of popular enthusiheadquarters and reported that they
Charles B. Eddy, president of the asm as quite overshadowed demonWhile travelers puffed cigars and
were unable to confer with officials of El Paso & Northeastern railway, ac- strations on previous
and similar octhe roads. It was reported luat the companied by
drank and told stories in the smoking
platform
the
station
The
at
casions.
President Simpson, of
managers and superintendents themcrowded wtlh distinguished per- car or the Denver & Rio Grande train
the New Mexico Railway &. Coal com- was
selves were holding a meeting.
sonages.
from Pueblo, wnich arrived in Denver
pany,
which
all
enterthe
controls
managers
Finally It was learned the
generals this morning at 7 o'clock a dead man
the
and
Lord
Kitchener
prises
with
railroad,
the
connected
aivd superintendents .had been holding
Manager Thompson of the who accompanied him were entertain- lay beside them and they thought he
a meeting in the Monad nock building, General
at luncheon in the great banqueting was asleep, says the Denver Times.
coal
properties,
and Mr. Brady of ed
but before a messenger could reach
hall of St. James Palace, where covers
The dead man. Alexander McDonald,
Pa.,
E.
capitalist,
L.
Scranton,
and
there the meeting had adjourned. The Fox, New York, spent yesterday In were laid for fifty persons. The Prince formerly
of Port Jervis. N. Y., was
effect of the failure to find the railroad
of Wales occupied the central seat
upon the couch in the smokmen is almost instantaneous. Word Denver, leaving this morning for the with Lord Kitchener on his right and stretched
ing apartment, his eyes closed and his
over the Santa Fe in President
went out that the meeting would be south
Among the hand over his mouth, partially concealLord Roberts opposite.
held at 3 o'clock. The object of the Eddy's private car.
The railroad will cut an important guests were Premier Lord Salisbury, ing his face, which was the color of
gathering, it is said, is t o carry the figure
Mr. Brodrick
and ashes.
in Denver and Colorado business Lord Lansdown,
strike order over the heads of ojcials. and members
Lord Raglan, unuer secretary for war.
"He lookr, like he'd been out for a
party
of
make
the
the
strong
so
fear
is
the
The sentiment
principally to familiarize them- The hall was hung with pictures rep- good time." remarked one passenger.
was generauy expressed that 'tne trip
selves with conditions in this state resenting war scenes. The luncheon "He's all In."
strike, once called, would extend to and
Another touched his arm and notito arrange for through service to occupied an hour and a half. The
other unions not directly interested in Mexico
of Wales toasted King Edward fied ni in that it was his turn to tell a
rrince
Colowith
in
the
connection
acthe freight handlers Glrike. The
and then proposed a toast to Iord story. There came no response and
& Southern.
tion by the Ice men today is indicative rado
Kitchener. The prince expressed the the man who tried to awaken him
Eddy,
Mr.
February,"
"we
said
"Last
of this, 'ihe Ice men refused to haul arranged connections with the Rock pleasure which it gave him to extend switl: "Well, I guess he's a dead one
Ice to preserve goods held up by the
furnishing a short line from to the general, on behalf of the king, we'll just let him sleep."
strike or take ice to cars transferred t Island,
passenger slept the
Th
City
to El Paso, and thence to the heartiest congratulations on the
Kansas
other points. Joy Morton, head of the Mexico and southern
had sieep that knows no waking.
Calnornia by con- successful manner in which he cambig salt firm of Joy Morton & Co., de- necting with
anu arduous
They let hint alone and the story
the Southern Pacific and terminated a long highness
livered a load of salt himself today, Mexican National.
also ex- telling aud smoking continued till the
We have been do- paign. His royal
forcing his way through the company ing
construction work, and pressed confidence that the sovereign's train reached Denver, when tne paspickets before whom his regular driv- now important
no grade exceeding 1 per sentiments in this matter were shared sengers In the smoking room took up
have
Morton's
Vhen
ers had turned back.
cent,
we have reduced the curves, by the empire. Lord Kitchener made their grips and departed, leaving their
drivers reported that they could not havingandnone in
excess of three de- a brief reply. Soon after 3 o'cloc k the unsociable traveling companion asleep.
superpass the pickets he cried to his
grees.
a rich mineral ter- general proceeded to Buckingham Pal- The train crew takes charge of sleepopened
We
"Discharge those men; ritory, and three mountain
intendent:
ers and the men who rode with the
"ranges are ace to see the king and queen.
now I'll take these wagons through or now being prospected, for copper, gold,
corpse knew that he would be attendblock the street."
mining section is COMPLAINED OF RHEUMATISN. ed to.
lead.
and
silver
The
He seized the reins of the first and forty-fivThe brakeman tried to arou.se Mcout of El Paso, and exwith his office employes following as tends all miles
way to Santa Uosa. our Tracy Held up an Aged Couple for His Donald when the train stopped at the
the
drivers of other trucks he forced the point of connection with the Rock Isldepot and discovered that he was
Supper.
caravan through.
He called Depot Policeman Sulsplendid cattle couna
It
and.
is
also
Auburn, Wash.. July 12. 10:5u a. m. dead.
At a meeting of teamsters this after- try, and the best fruit country I know
livan,
who
notified Coroner Horan. McNews has just been received that Donald's body was taken to the morgue
noon it was stated a committee will be of. The lack of water we hope will be
appointed to call upon the switchmen, obviated in great measure by the irri- Tracy is definitely located a mile north and his pockets were searched for pa
numbering ti.ooo, to strike if the freight gation projects to be undertaken by of (ireeu river, at a point nine miles pers hi identification.
east ot this piace. The outlaw held up
handlers strike is not settled by to- the government.
From the papers it appears that McFrauk Potot, an aed ranc her, and his Donald was about 33 years of age, and
night.
The teamsters assert the
opened
"We
have
comB
night,
and
wife
last
o'clock
2:15
at
At
switchmen are ready to strike.
he came west lor the benefit of
branch road to the Sacramento mounHe that
p. m. it was reported at strike head- tains. It climbs to an elevation of pelled them to give him supper.
bis health from Cleveland, Ohio. Sephim
man
drive
old
demanded
the
quarters that practically all railroads y.ooo feet In a great timber country, then
tember fi, last. He had been employed
Telused to pay over 17 cents an hour, where the famous resort of Cloudcroft to Buckley, and being told by the as porter and man of all work by It. M.
could
no
that
had
Sevhe
horse
thus 1'iinghiK about a deadlock.
Dot ranee of No. lout American Trust
is situated. A peculiar feature of rancher
eral conferences, however, are still on. Cloudcroft is that from one point you make the journey, the desperado walk- building, Cleveland, and the latter on
in
disappeared
The executive committee of the look out upon an awful desert, from ed from the house and
lite laic of the departure of the patient
freight handlers' union this afternoon the other to a country where the rain the woods. Potot said Tracy, while at for the west gave him a letter of recup
right
trouser ommendation.
his
his house, rolled
decided to formally ask the switchmen fall is 77 inches a year.
and exposed a very swollen leg.
to strike. The committee immediately
.McDonald's home is in Port Jervis,
"By connection with the Rock Island leg
of rheumatism and N. V.. and he lias relatives
started for the various yards to make 22o miles is saved in the journey from Hi complained
there who
the recent wet nights had about wi re notified of his death by Coroner
the request.
Kansas City to El Paso. We are now said
up.
building an extension from Tucumcari done him
lb' an. It appears that McDonald was
Strike Was Settled.
miles,
which
135
N.
to
Dawson.
'en- in tee advanced stages of asthma on
Chicago, July 12. The strike of 500
12.
Tracy
July
Wash..
Seattle.
bp completed November 1, and
arrival in Colorado. He lived near
half a mile his
boilermakers on the Chicago & North- wiu
I
for several months, but the
open up the Dawson coal fields, countered a rancher about
up, 'i', biodid
night's
bold
western railroad system, which began will
of
scene
last
the
from
not have a beneficial effect
all the southern section of
r
morning.
ranche
July 1 is settled, the strikers receiving supplying
The
5
o'clock
this
He started
!i In 111. ns be expected.
Mexico. Arizona, west Texas and north at a revolver. Tracy fired one shot
an increase in wages with time and a on
Denver on tin- early morning train,
Rock Island. At Delhart. Texas, had
took
revolver
the
half paid for Sundays, holidays and we the
then
it s believed, with the intention of re-- i
have mad connection with, the at him and him.
night work.
The rancher reports 111:'
home to die.
Colorado & Southern, which gives away from
sick.
apparently
very
lame aud
n:ie time ago he was employed as
Denver a good connection and another Tracy
Drove Them Out.
railway.
His
i man on the Erie
Tracy Wounded.
Marion. Ohio. July 12. Today a mob competing line to Mexico. We are now
not show whether he is mar-I- .
July 12. Later advices from !'' is Adoreport
of union men ami indignant citizen's making connection l.y tegular tra'n,
Seattle.
gained circulation tlUs
gathered at the Malleable Iron com- but will put in service through Pull- Potot ranch indicate that beyond doubt
man sleepers from Denver to Mexico Tracy was wounded in the hip by buck- in iiiing that the dead man was
pany's shops and drove twenty-sithe Klondike million-- .
shot night before last when Runce ii
Poles. Imported from Cleveland to take very shortly.
u after the arrival of the
so
bet
great
opening
a
for
"We
the
clfer
places,
with
town
from
tired at him.
the strikers'
i.y at th morgue it was learned that
miii'ial prospector and have old and
stones and dubs. Fmy more of the good
re was I'O truth in the report. The
I beti
gold
mines,
properties.
free
ompany
went out.
union men of the
SULLIVAN RESCUED.
mill-irll. ,i,l man was without tunds and
greatest
Old
Mexico
is
lieve
the
on account of the l'oles.
iclativis m nu fur the body it
erni.try in the woild and this dibe interied at the county's
A University Strike.
rect line is opening a great field for The Denver Lawyer Saved by a Sergeant of Police.
Chicago, July 12. Two hundred men Denver mining machinery and supDenver. Colo., July 12. A. B. Sulliemployed on the six large buildings plies, and Denver ought to have the
Major W. II. H. Llewellyn and son.
,the attorney of this city, who was
under process of construction at the monopoly by a little bard work." Colo- van
held prisoner at the point of a revol- T. bl.v. and Hon. Solomon Luna and
Tbc party will spend today in
University of Chicago have gone on a
i:'e ame in from Santa Ke last night.
ver by Michael O'Keefe. a locomotive
strike because of the employment of rado Springs, and will go over the
colored steam fitters in Cripple Creek short line, leaving to- fireman, In the latter's room since 1:30 The former continued to Las Crucea,
luo
coal fields, and o'clock yesterday afternoon, was res- while the latter remained over here
the construction of an elaborate heat- night l'if the Dawson Mr.
Eddy's head- cued by Sergeant Lee, of the police ainl will go to Los I.unus tonight. Th
the City of Mexico.
ing plant adjoining the campus.
Lee engaged major recently returned from Washquarters are at Alamogordo. N. M.. force, this morning.
Telephone Fight.
which he describes as a wonderful lit- O'Keefe in conversation from outside ington, D. C, and he feels safe in asI)cs Moines. Iowa. July 12. Thirty-fiv- tle city. It is but four years old and the room and at an opportune moment serting that President Roosevelt will
operators resumed work at the has a population of 3,5ou. Denver
Sullivan grabbed O'Keefe around the vi.-- Albuquerque during the approachwaist and held him until the officer ing territorial fair.
.Mutual Telephone company today af$500,-00-
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TROUBLES

L

-

s

Europe.

Des Moines.
MISSOURI

RIVER STATIONARY.

'

Lawrence, Kan., July 12. The Santa
Fe tracks at Lake View, a few miles
east oi Lawrence, were washed out
last night by a break in the levee that
let the high water Into the lake. The
Santa Fe has been unable to run trains
since last night. The country In the
neighborhood is flooded and many
bridges have gone out. Many fields of
shocked wheat are washed Into the
lake nml corn fields are six to ten feet
under water. The loss la heavy.
Kaw Rising at Topeka.
Topeka. Kan., July 12. The Kaw
river is rising rapidly today. In North
Topeka more homes are being abandoned. The mills have moved the
stored grain from their river
and Wolf's packing house is
running four pumps to avoid
The railroad tracks entering the city are covered with water.
Des Moinea Situation.
Des Moines, Iowa. July 12. The water In loth rivers Is receding slowly
and no further damage by flood is anticipated. The river sn.i covers miles
of residence and business territory and
business in the factory and wholesale
districts is largely suspended. . Many
hundreds of flood sufferers are in
shelter tents, fed at public expense and
will be dependent on charity for several weeks.
At Kansas City.
Kansas City. Mo., July 12. The Missouri river Is about stationary today
from Kansas City northward, while
the Kaw had risen but slightly since
yesterday. No further serious damage
resulted here from the flooding of the
ware-bonne-

s

lowlands.

ACTRESSES

HAD NERVE.

Harry Jenks. the mine operator oi
tne Coehitl mining district, is In the
city, and was around this morning
with George W. Stiiims. Harry brings
good news about the district, and say
that more mines are now beinp worked
in tho Cochltls than for many past
years.
There has been considerable complaint recently regarding the breaking
of shrubbery and other plants at the
city park. City Marshal McMillin In
tends to put a stop to the work, and
at the concert at the park tomorrow
afternoon at the e.iy park he will have
several policemen, with Instructions to
make arrests.
Orangemen Peaceful.
Belfast, Ireland. July 13. One hundred thousand Orangemen participated
today In their celebration. The entire
police fotce was on duty and the mili
tary confined to their barracks, but hp
proceedings up to the time Ihls dispatch was filed were peaceful.

FINAL BUSINESS.
Term of Court in McKinley County
is Closed.
LAST CASES HEARD.

The business of the McKinley county court was cleared up by Judge
Baker In the hearing of several cases
growing out of the strike.
In the case of the Territory against
William Kiddie and "Windy" Wells,
charged with assault and battery, the
Jury had not reported a verdict at 9
o dock yesterday morning, after having been out all night. The defendants, in the face of a prospect of remaining in custody until the next term
of couit, pleaded guilty and were each

Defied the D. 4. R. G. to Put Them Off fined $25.
A Denver

Their Pullman.
dispatch says:

tfeeause
Lmian Bond and Maude Dean, actresses went to bed in a Pullman sleeper and refused to get up, the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad was forced to take
the cur 1,200 miles, to San Francisco,
though the two young women were
fcole occupants when It left Denver.
The women had purchased a through
ticket, reading from Chicago to San
Francisco. When they learned that a
transfer was contemplated they
to vacate the car. Legal advice
was sought by the railway officials
here. They were told that the women
were in the right and would have good
ground for a damage suit if tney were
d

ejected.

'

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

leave tonight lor
southern California, where Mrs. Wen- del', has been the past few weeks.
C. O. Cushman, wife and child left
this morning for the mountains, where
they will rest up for a week or tea
F. R. Wendell will

days.
Misses Anna Nowhn and Doe Clayton, two popular young ladies of lxm
Lunas, rre in the city, shopping aud
visiting.
John Cuneo has a silver dollar
coined in 1715. He got the coin the
other day in making change, and values the piece ery highly.
There will bo a grand free concert
at the Orchestrion hall tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock, to which everybody
is cordially invited to attend.
The rain of the other night sent a
big Hood of water down the dry Rio
(Jrande, and the farmers up the valley
did some irrigating yesterday and this
morning.
Becker's milk wagon team gave the
driver a merry chase tor the money
this morning, when it dashed down
Third strict, while he collected for a
quart of milk.
Milk flowed
freely.
Mrs. Al. Montgomery, the nurse, will
leave tomorrow morning for Topeka.
Kansas.
After a visit ..iere of a short
,
time-:lie will go to Oklahoma.
She
will nut return to the city until Sep-

The case of the Territory against
McGinn, superintendent of the
Ganup mines, charged with assault
and battery on one of the employes
who Is an Italian, was tried and a verdict of not guilty rendered.
The case against the same, charged
with obstructing a public road, was
tried by the court and the evidence being submitted, the hearing was continued until a later day when arguments on the questions of law will be
heard. The tejtlmony showed that the
defendant for the Colorado Fuel &
had drawn a "dead
Iron company,
line" at the entrance to the company
property and had prohibited all persons from using the road from that
point into the Gibson and Weaver
camps unless provided with permits
from the company. The territory introduced a large number of witnesses
In an attempt to show general public
uso of the road for such a length of
timi as to give right by proscription
by the general public; also that a United States postoffice and public schools
were located at Gibson, to which the
general public should have right of InThe defense atgress and egress.
tempted to establish the fact that the
road had been built and maintained by
the company for its benefit alone and
that the company had always exercised the right to exclude all persons
it desired to exclude from traveling on
the road.

lluh

MARKETS.

TELEGRAPHIC

Chicago GriinChicago, 111., July 12. Wheat July.
;
Sept., 3.&fi73c.
Corn July. Mic; Sept.. I'.l , 'i til Tc.
Sept., 3n'-..c- .
Oats Julv. 4'-c- ;
Pork July. JlS.liO; Sept., f 18.72 .(..
Lard July and Sept.. $11.35.
Ribs July. $10.75: Sept., $lo.S5.
-

75-c-

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, July 12 Cattle Receipts, 300 head; market unchanged;
native steers, $5ftK.25: Te xas and Indian steers, $2 Sjfi 5.25 Texas cows,
$1.75fi 4.25; native ows ami heifers,
:

c

$1.25fi 4.50; Mockers and feeders, $2.!to
bulls. $2.v5fl 4.15: cahes. $2 75

iii.,;

(f 5.

1.
head; market
Sheep Receipts, 3.
unchanged; muttons. $:!.Lo'!l 4.25;
Jones, who has been in Bisbee,
Ariz., the .a?t ear or two, came in lambs, $..r.nf( i'..'.'5: range wethers,
25'? 4.45; ewes, $.!. 251 1.35.
from tl.e Milh this morning and is
resting up .nere today. He will con
Chicago Live Stock.
tir.ue to his old home at Santa Fe toJuly 12 Caul.'
Chicago.
morrow morning.
l,2"o head: marked good and
Mrs. H. C. rulstrup is at Camp Whit, steady; good to choice steers, $7.3"fr
comb spending the summer. Mr.
S.t'.o;
poor to medium. $4 r0(f 7.tio ;
who represents a big musical stockers and feeders. $2 5iK(5; cows.
company of Chicago, visited his wife $ 1.4ofi 5.75: In iters, $2.50 it ii.5il
the other day. He returned to the
bulls. $2.5cii 5.75;
$1.4o(ii 2 40;
city yesterday and went west last alves. $2.5o t', 55;
fed steers,

tember
V. M

111

s,

.

Ful-stru-

;

night.
News reached the city that W. L.
Hathaway, formerly general agent of
the Mutual Life Insurance company,
with headquarters here, but now located at Santa Cruz. Cal., Is getting along

c

cau-ner-

Te-xa- s

$lfri ti.t;5.

Sheep Receipts, l.oou head: sheep
stronger; lambs steady; good to i
$3.25 4; fair to choice mixei
$2.50(&3.25;
western sheep. $2,504'
3.7o; native lambs, $2.50 b.&U.
hoice-wethers-

.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

OUR SODA

Alvarado.
H. C. FlUtrup. George D. Moore,
Chicago; E. R Stock. San Francisco;
Thomas Creary, Pittsburg, Kan.; S.
Luna and wife, Los Lunas; A. G. Kennedy, Santa Fe: D. C. Anderson, San
Marelal; E. M. Doane. E. M. Page,
Flint., Mich.; Chas. R. Stone, Pueblo:
A. E. Hutchins, San Francisco; Louis
Haer. J. A. Karnheim, Joseph Hall.
Boston; J. H. Offner, Cincinnati; Mrs.
E. C. Sumner, Denver; J. Leonard
Knapp, Socorro;A. Seltgman.

FOUNTAIN
WE SERVE THE
IS KEPT TURNED ON THESE DAYS.
AND
POPULAR
MOST DELICIOUS ICE CREAM SODAS
FOUNTAIN DRINKS.
COME WITH THE CROWD.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist!
PROPRIETORS

OF ALVA RADO PHARMACY.

Sturget' Eurouean.
J. F. Hendrickson, Springfield, Mo.;
A. Hart. tit. Louis; W. B. Gilman, El
Paso; H. A. Willenp. St. Iouis; J. K.
Ayer. Los Angeles; C. F. Swarte, Milwaukee; John Thorpe and wife,

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail

Orders
Promptly

Patterns 10c
None Higher

Filled
220

ue.

Leon B.Stern.proprietor'

wages; li per cent for higher wages
and fewer hours, and 11 per cent for
fewer hours alone. Sympathy strikes
pmounied
less than 4 per cent; le ss
HUGHES & McCREIGHT, Publishers Ran tiertocm.
vcie against ll.e emmen, anl ltss
ployment of
Editor than 2 per cent to compel a nvognl
Thos. Hughes
Hotel Highland.
of the union, .nd of this last class ' H. W. Korper, San Francisco; F. A.
W. T. McCreight, Mfrr. and City Ed. tion
&7 per cent failed.
Robinson, J. H. Mlddleton, Chicago;
J. R.
W. W. Worrell. Hell Canyon:
Publish Daily and Weekly.
WE WILL INAUGURATE A SLAUGHTER OF VALUES THAT WILL ECLIPSE AND OVERSHADOW ANY
STAR ROUTE MAIi. DELIVERY.
Sneddeker, Kansas City; A. H. West,
Vegas.
Las
new
which
The
requirement
star
ATTEMPT EVER MADE BY US IN BARGAIN GIVING A BARGAIN EVENT THAT WILL BE HAILED
route mail contractors are compelled
Grand
Central.
to enter into in certain states are in
WITH DELIGHT BY EVERY ECONOMICALLY INCLINED PERSON IN THIS CITY AND FOR HUNClara McDanlel. Cedar Rapids, Iowa:
Associated Press afternoon dispatches line with the rural free delivery sysDREDS OF MILES SURROUNDING.
SUMMER GOODS MUST GO AND HERE'S THE WAY WE
Largest City and County Circulation tem from which so much satisfaction G. W. CIa8son, Topeka; F. M. Jones.
Tha Largest New Mexico Circulation has been derived. AIT contracts effect- Santa Fe.
TO RUSH THEM OUT.
READ THIS CAREFULLY:
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation ive on and subsequent to the First of
The Best Liniment for Strains.
1902, require the deposit of mail
July,
Mr. F. H. Wells, the merchant at
Copies of this paper may be founa in boxes or other receptacles along the
parasols-neve- r
25c-t- o
sold for
on file at Wasnlngton In the office ot roadside, when the same are provided Deer Park, Long Island, X. Y save:
our opeclal correspondent, E. O. Sig- by persons desiring to receive their "1 always recommend Chamberlain's
Pain Balm as the best liniment for
ners, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, mail in that way.
them
strains. I used it last winter for a seli. C.
People residing along a road may. vere lameness in the side, resulting
up to within eighty rods of the nearest from a strain, and was greatly pleased
New Mexico demands Statehood postoffice,
provide means for the de- with the quick relief and cure It ef75 DOZEN OF MEN'S BLACK HALF
MEN'S SUITS
Congress.
fror; the
posit of their mail at any point they fected." For sale by all druggists.
Your unlimited choice of any Man's
HOSE
may designate. Such persons must
Seamless, worth 10 cents pair, clearin the house, worth up to $15,
suit
Terms of Subscriction:
give written notice to the nearest postGot Everything.
ing them out at
clearing them out at
Dally, by mall, one year.'
...SRCO master of their desire to receive their
of the fair
F.
Secretary
P.
McCanna.
2 00
Dally, by mail, ill niontl.n
mail in the way indicated, and then it association, writes he has secured
1 60
Daily, by mail, three moruns...
LADIES' SHIRT WAlaTS
60 wiil be the duty of the postmaster and about all he went after in Chicago. He
Dally, y mall, one month
GIRDLE CORSETS
76 the carrier to comply with the request. will spend a few days in Cincinnati and
Daily, by carrier, one month
25 dozen of Ladies' Shirt Waists,
10
dozen
of
Girdle
Ladles' White
Weekly, by mall, per year
i vo There are many star routes along at his old home in Oswego, N. V., bemade of chambray, percale and white
TUB DAILY CJT1.EN will be delivered which
Corsets, made of finest batiste, worth
supmay
way
people
be
in
returning.
this
fore
lawn, all sizes, worth 65 cents, clearing
n th c.y at the low rate of 20
per
75 cents, clearing them out at
ek. or for id cents per month, when plied, and in the innovation will relieve Cut this out and take it to all drugthem out at
ptM monthly, Tl me rates are leoa than them of the trouble of going, it may ue
those of any other daily paper In the many miles to a postodlce. This will gists and get a box of Chamberlain's
territory.
INFANTS' RIBBED VESTS
MISSES STRAW HATS
be particularly convenient along moun- Stomach and Liver Tablets. The best
50 dozen of Infants' Riubed Vests in
Your unlimited choice of any Misses'
We are told that 2umo teachers are tain roads where the population is physic. They also correct disorders of
short sleeves or sleeveless, white only,
finest Straw Hats, worth up to $1, and
in seFsicn at the N. E. A. this year. sparse and postofflces are widely sep- the stomach. Price 25 cents.
regular 10 cent value, clearing them
about 125 to pick from, clearing them
The Colorado Springs Telegraph says arated. It will open the way for the
HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
out at
cut at
that the wonder grows that teachers establishment of rural delivery in tne JEMEZ
Secon
Stage
stable
leaves
Trimble's
should le so fond of going to school In future on such routes, and it will also ond street, every Tuesday. Thursday
in part solve the problem of supplying
vacation.
Saturday at 6 a. m.; quick time. A
WHITE INDIA LINONS
tourists and other persons temporarily and
MEN'S BALBRIGGAN DRAWERS
relay of stock 1b kept at Zia. Arrives
1,200 yards of the finest and sheerest
in
residing
the
with
mountains
their
To Durango:
It Is a straight tip
14 dozen of Men's Balbrlggan Drawat tne Springs in time for supper.
White India Llnons, worth up to 60
that it Is almost certain that a railroad mail in a convenient way.
ers, In blue or pink, nearly all sizes,
Doa't be deceived by people who tell
cents, positively none better, clearing
will be constructed from Albuquerque
you they will take you Just as quick
worth 35 cents pair, clearing them out
them out at .
EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
to the Colorado City during the ensuas the stage, for they won't Nobody
at
ing year. The survey of the route Is
on
any
the
stock
cbar.jrf
The educational exhibit at the terri else has
now In progress.
torial fair this fall will silence the de route. Tickets fo, Btr at Trimble's.
he!C, Proprietor.
J. B.
tractors of New Mexico, who have for
1tr
The extension of the world's fair years claimed that the people are
everywhere
of white Russian laundry soap-so- ld
Agricultural landsla Deming are unant and not capable of
boundaries at St. Louis to include 400
of
production
fertility,
surpassed
for
acres additional land directly west of ment. Arrangements are being per
5c--sa- le
2 BARS FOR
price
Forest Park is reported. This addition fected for a fine exhibit from the pub fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
gives the world's fair grounds the lic schools of all the counties, and the
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
form of a parallellogram one mile wide university, the agricultural college and
and two miles long, containing over the two normal schools will make speSpecial Rate to California Points.
1,200 acres. The area is twice that of cial efforts showing the work of their
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
students. The agricultural college, San Diego, $35.00; Coronado Beach,
any former exposition.
through Professor Lester's energy, has $35.00.
won a wide reputation and made many
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
DOCTORS AND ADVERTISING.
Occasionally the press of the coun- friends each year exhibiting the work return, $55.00.
students at the territorial fair.
try evinces a disposition to rebel of theyear
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
a large hall will be filled Thursday and .Saturday, May to Sepagainst those "professional ethics" Tbis
the educational exhibit, and when tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
that keep physicians from advertising with
like other professional ana business President Roosevelt and other distin- limit November 30, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
men, and such a spirit of rebellion is guished visitors examine the work of
OOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOCOOOOCXXXDO
now showing itself in the eastern our hoys and girls they will lie forced
Special Summer Excursion.
press. The New York Herald, one of to admit that New Mexico is making
the
Aibuquerquo to Chicago and return,
the most substantial an- - dignified pa- giant strides inis educationin and that
abroad
the land.
$51.50.
pers in the country, recently suggested schoolmaster
Professor Hewitt of the Las Vegas
Albuquerque to Kansas City and rethat the publishers of the United noimal
university intends to put his turn. $39.00.
States get togetner and agree upon a
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
program to never mention the name of excellent school right at the front with
and a $46.50.
a physician in their columns in his an exceptionally fine exhibit
from that institution will exemTickets on sale June 6. 7,. 13 and 14,
professional capacity unless he is an class
plify the manual work taught. The and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
advertiser. To this the Philadelphia city
of Las Vegas will be proud of this Final return limit October 31, 1902.
Press acquiesces and suggests that it
Is without dispute the coolest
and the people there should
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
is the duty of the press to stand by exhibit
encourage
and
his
Hewitt
Professor
Everything we
In town.
place
physicians
who
defend
do ct rps of
and
those
to Colorado.
Rates
Tourist
good
Summer
in
work.
their
educators
newspapers.
patronize the
serve at the fountain is ice cold.
Denver, $25.15, round trip; Colorado
The university in this city will act
In the character of host to the educa- Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
ICE COLD SODA
BUSINESS FAILURES.
tors of ths territory, and the faculty 20.15, round trip. Tickets on sale
"In every respect," says K. G. Dun & and students will make it pleasant for une 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
ICE COLD FRAPPES
Co., failure statistics exhibit a strik the teachers who attend the fair. Re- return limit October 31, 1902.
ing decrease for the second quarter as ceptions and entertainments will be
ICE COLD SHERBETS
MONUMENTS.
compared with the first three months
for that week, and a fine
OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR
work.
.liable
stone
of
and
All
kinds
ICE COLD LEMONADES
of the year. In manufacturing linos
will nlso tie made. In the geolShop
yard
cor
and
M. S. OTERO, President
there were 612 defaults against 746 in ogic section Professor Tight will lie Prices moderate.
avenue.
ICE COLD PHOSPHATES
the fiist quarter, while liabilities were aide to interest and entertain fiie min- ner Fifth street and Railroad
Q.
H.
MAURINO.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
JH'. 164, lit) compaied with $14,77o,904; ing men who will be present in large
EVERYTHING UP TO DATE.
1.908 numbers at the fair.
trading
numbered
failures
Deming has a magnificent school
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
against 2.5'2. and amounted to $13
The military school at Roswell inC2S.295 against $15,517,327;
in other tends to make a fine showing at the system.
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. t;. BALDRIDGE
commercial lines there were 167 fair. In addition to the educational exHave you seen that blue enaiuelec
1. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
against 170 in tlie first quarter, while hibit. Col. J. W. Wilson hopes to be steel ware at th Albuquerque Hardliabilities
amounted to 12,850,087 able to bring over a battalion of his
Prescription Druggists
against $3,438,527. The improvement best cadets, who during the week ware company's store. It is the most
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE. RAILWAY g
was most striking in financial insolv would give drills and show the excel- beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Albuquerque,
seen
in
encies, however, only eight being re lent work of the military institute.
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
ported in the second quarter for $1, There is nothing that the enterprising
will
lots
Investments
in
Demini
209.100, against 26 in the first quarter city of Roswell could do that would
THIRD STREET
with liabilities of $15,58S,663.
advertise the town and Ecbool more double and treble oin one yeir.
than a special train of cadets with a
county
Deming, the seat of the
car load of exhibits at the territorial of Luna.
Republican Convention.
The republicans of the northern por fair.
The Normal school at Silver City
tion of New .Mexico should make a
united effort to secure the holding of can make a remarkably fine exhibit.
the next republican territorial conven- Professor Light has reason to be proud
tion at Katon. If such an effort is of this model territorial school, and it
Allkofnnresii and
made, there will no no trouule in secur- is safe to say that he will be present
of
born
is
Hairlecsness
ing the convention, provided the re- with his rare collection of school work
ilEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
quest Is made upon the central com- und accompanied by the basket ball carelessness. Don t be care
mittee before that body has committed team.
West Railroad Avenue.
In this connection it is pertinent to less with your hair.
itself to some other city or town.
Use it
Katon has never had. the territorial sUKKcst that fair week would be a good
h'MIL .KLE1NWORT,
convention here, nor has a united ef- time to get together all the foot ball well, or it will leave you.
fort been made to secure the same, and basket ball teams of the tern
N. THIRD 8TRFK7
MASONIC BUILDING.
general request on the part torial sc hools. A good tournament ol Aycr's Hair Vigor caics for
hence
Win.
ot the republicans from the northern sports could bo arranged that would the hair, makes it stay with
'.tuition if the territory, it is not be heip to pay the expenses ot tne uinerHomestead Entry No. 4298.
lieved, will be denied by the commit- ent athletic societies.
.
color
L.
always
restores
It
you.
Notice for Publication.
Sunt. F. A. Hubbell, of this county
tee, oecausc the present members of
205 West Gold avenue,
of the interior, Land Ot
Department
nil
from
an
exhibit
the committee have demonstrated exnects to receive
to gray hair, and Keeps it
Automatic 'phone 574
Next to First National Bank.
lire at Santa Ee,"'. M., June 23:
their fairness, and "to be fair," Raton the public and private schools in this
1902.
2161 South Second Street,
soft and smooth.
So get county.
is entitled to the convention.
New & Second Hand Furnitur Notice is hereby given that the fol
. Me.
Alhnqnerqne.
Altogether it is certain tnat tne edu
together, fellow republicans, and pull
" I was bothered greatly with
lowing named settler has filed notice
Stoves and Household Goods.
and falling of the hair, but after
lor the convention heie, and Raton cational exhibit will be instructive and
of his Intention to make final proof in
Re airing a Specialty.
people will entertain the delegates to entertaining, and it will be beneficial using only one bottle of Ayer's Hair
support of his claim, and that said
Vigor my hair stopped falling and the
the convention and their friends In a to the territory in many ways.
the register
A'.iss Lucile
manner that will satisfy the most fasFurniture stored and packed for proof will be made before
dandruif disappeared."
Fe, N. M.. on Auat
Santa
or
receiver
"1 owe my whole life to Burdock
tidious. Raton Range.
Hsrdv, El Dorado Springs, Mo.
paid
Highest prices
for gust 4, 1902, viz.: Feliz Trujillo de
shipment
Blood Hitters.. Scrofulous sores cov $1.00. All ru;jl JJ. J. C. AVL8 CO., Lowell. Mtu.
second-hangoods.
household
Herrera. in behalf of the heirs of
STRIKE STATISTICS.
1
beyond
cure
my
body.
seemed
ered
I Homestead Entry No. 4737.
Abran Herrera, deceased, for the NVi
In the current number of the North U. li, li. has made me a perfectly wen
American Review Carroll I). Wright woman."
Notice for Publication.
NV4, Sec. 22. Ei NE',4, Sec. 21, 1 a
Mrs. Charles Hutton, Her
JACOB SILVA & CO., N, R 6 E.
regarding ville, Mich.
presents some figures
Department of the interior. Land Of
He names the following witnesses to
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., July 8. 1902.
strikes. He shows that 50 per cent of
Dealers In
prove his continuous residence upon
Deming has just been incorporated.
all the strikes in this country are su
Notice Is hereby given that the folSAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
lowing named settler nas filed notice
and cultivation of said land, viz:
ceshful: 13, per cent are successful in
Feliz Trujillo, of Escobosa, N. M.;
part, while 37 per cent fail completely
of his Intention to make final proof
Felipe Tapia, of Escobosa, N. M.;
are figures representing aver MotherGray's Sweet Powders support of his claim, and that said
These
IN
STONE
BUILDING
,
THE BEST
age.-Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escobosa.
of the period from lf81 to 19ol for children. Mother Gray, for years a proof will be made before the register
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE N. M.; Jose B. Lebario, of Escobosa,
In th's time there were 20,793 strikes, nurse in the Children's Home In New or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Auinvolving 117,509 establishments and York, treated children successfully gust 19. 1902, viz.: Francisco Gomez,
BIO BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
throwi.g out of employment t.lo5.t)94 with a remedy, now prepared and plac for the V SE',4. SE; SW'i of Se;.
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
'watre ei rners. The average duration d In the drug stores, called Mother 10, NE'4 NW',4 Sec. 15, T. 8 N. K.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
The total 'Gray s Sweet Powders for Children 11 E.
of strikes was 23.8 days.
wage loss to the strikers was $259,867. They are harmless as milk, pleasant
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
He names the following witnesses to
to take and never fall. A certain cure prove his continuous residence upon
478: to the employers, $122,731,121
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
of the losses falling on la for feverishness, constipation, head and cultivation ot said land, viz:
FIRE INSURANCE,
on the employer, but the ache, teething and stomach reorders
bor,
Maurice Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Deming offers the same opportuniREAL ESTATE,
result is modified by the increase in and remove worms. At all cuggists George Davis, of Galisteo, N. M.: An
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ties now that the most prosperout
wages that labor secures when a strike 25c. Don't accept any substitute. Sam tonlo Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.; Dona
CROMWELL BLOCK,
cities la the vest offered several yeaa ROOMS
is Fuccessful. A ITitle more than 28 pie sent free. Address Allen 3. Olm clano Angel, of Galisteo, N. M.
ago.
Automatic Telephone 171
per cent of the strikes were for higher stead, Le Roy, N. T.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

jlbuqufrrjue

Daily
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non-nuio-

Monday Morning at 8 O'clock

n

PRO-POS- E

85 children's

less than

clear

Fifty-Sevent-

IOC

out

h

5c

$7.77

48c

25c

5c

39c

19c

25c

500 bars
at

ig-n-

self-gover- n

FREE

5C

FREE

Poitraits Fiee to Our Costumers

THE

JlO'Hy&Co.

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital

ex-hiu-
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Meat Market

w

JOE RICHARDS,

Hairlessness

CIGARS

Giaesncr,
. . Tailor.

dan-dru-

sail meals'

H. SHOEMAKER
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d

I

B. A. SLEYSTER
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s

one-thir-

d
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(sporting

NEWS j

team that will put up some extraordinarily good ball in the match mentioned,
American League.
says the El Paso News.
At Cleveland
Mr. Gear Bays he will furnish a team
Cleveland
9 composed of two pitchers from
the
Detroit
3
league, an lnneiuer irom
American
Batteries: Arney, Wright and
the National league and the remainSeiver, Mullen and McOulre.
der from the American association
At Washington
.
that will do splendid work on the
Washington
4 iKamnml
Tko luasii. Mnaonm will V
.......
i over
and it will be no trouble
then
Ba teries:f Townsend and Clarke; to get good men.
He offers to get
''insonthis team .together and bring it for
a? nt.Mn
hiiadelphla
i
the seven games at Albuquerque and
two here if El Paso will guarantee
b?',0"'V;
2 expenses,
Philadelphia
the backers to be reim- bursed out of a liberal percentage of
American Association.
ihe gate receipts.
At Columbus
Mr. Charman wants to have a meet1
Columbus
ing in the next day or two of those
3
Louisville
who are willing to assist in getting the
At Toledo
team up and who feel an Interest in
4
Toledo
giving El Paso some real good base
8
Indianapolis
i
ball this fall.
Minneapolis
At
9
Minneapolis
A Good Reputation.
4
Kansas City
way to gain a good reputation is
The
At St. Paul
to enfleavor to be what you desire to
3
St. Paul
appear." That is precisely the way
5
Milwaukee
in which Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
has gained its reputation as a cure for
National League.
coughs, colds, croup tnd whoopin
At Chicago
4 cough. Every bottle that has ever been
Chicago
8 put out by the manufacturers has been
Philadelphia
Batteries: Taylor and Kling; Iberg fully up to the high standard claimed
for it. People have found that it can
and Douglas.
always be depended upon for the relief
At St. Louis
3 and cure of these ailments and that It
Brooklyn
4 is pleasant and safe to take. For sale
St. Louis
Batteries: Newton and Ahearn; by all druggists.
Wicker and O'Neil.
Will Race in Canoes.
At Cincinnati
Cleveland.
Ohio. July 12. During
2
Cincinnati
the annual
4 the coming two weeks
Boston
Batteries: Phillips and Pietz; Eason meeting and regatta of the western
division of the American Canoe assoand Kittredge.
ciation will be held at Ballast island.
Treat tour Kidneys for Rheumatism. Already the canoists have arrived in
When you are suffering from rheu- considerable numbers, 150 being now
matism, the kidneys must be attended In camp and fifty more are expected
to at once so tnat they will eliminate tomorrow. Many of the iast paddlers
the uric acid from the blood. Foley's are in camp training for the races
Kidney Cure is the most effective rem-d- which promise to be of more than or
for this purpose. R. T. Hopkins, dinary Interest this year. The regatta
of Polar, Wis., says: "After unsuccess- program has been carefully arranged,
fully doctoring three years for rheu- and consists of more than a score of
matism with the best doctors, I tried events, including all varieties of sailFoley's Kidney Cure and It cured me. ing and paddling, with the usual upset,
club four paddling,
I cannot speak too highly of this great hurrying-scurry- ,
war canoe, and swimming events. A
medicine." Alvarado Pharmacy.
new prize is a handsome silver loving
cup offered by Commodore George W.
HIS PRAYER ANSWERED.
Gardner, of this city. The location of
year is particularly well
Evangelist Sunday Tells How the Lord the campforthiscanoeing
purposes, and esadapted
Helped Him to Win.
pecially convenient for the Canadians.
play- Among those already in camp are caWilliam M. Sunday, tne
er, is doing evangelistic work in the noeists from Milwaukee, Chicago, PeoIndiana gas belt and is addressing ria, Pittsburg. Detroit, "Dayton, Toledo,
large crowds wherever he goes. Ha Cincinnati, Sandusky, Cleveland, Bufhas been preaching at Winona recently falo, Rochester and Toronto.
and In one of his discourses he said it
Don't Fail to Try This. .
was in a ball game that he got his first
convincing faith in prayer.
Whenever an honest trial is eiven to
"It was the final bout with Detroit," Electric Bitters for any trouble it is resaid he, "and the score was close. The commended for a permanent cure will
last half of the ninth inning was being surely be effected. It never falls to tone
played. Two men were out, and De- the stomach, regulate the kidneys and
troit, with Charley Bennett at bat, had bowels, stimulate the liver, invigorate
one man on second and another on the nerves and purify the blood. It's a
systems.
third. He had two strikes on him and wonderful tonic for
three balls called, when he fell on the Electric Bitters positively cure kidney
ball with terrific force. It started for and liver troubles, stomach disorders,
the club house. Benches had been nervousness, sleeplessness, rheumaplaced in the field for spectators, and tism, neuralgia, and expels malaria
as I saw the ball sailing through the Satisfaction guaranteed by all drugair in my section, I realized that it was gists. Only 50 cents.
going over the crowd, and I called out
To Study in Europe.
"Get out of the way.' The crowd opened, and as I ran and leaped those
New York, July 12. Among the pasbenches I said one of the swiftest pray sengers bound for Europe today was
crs I have ever offered. It was: 'Lord, MUs Lillian Solomon, the
if you ever helped a mortal man, help daughter of Lillian Russell, the well
Miss Solomon, who
known actress.
me get that ball.'
"I went over those benches as though promises to possess all the beauty of
wings were carrying me up. I threw her mother, is going to Paris to conout my hand while in the air and the tinue the study of music. Last month
ball struck and stuck. The game was sho was graduated with high honors
ours. Though the deduction is hardly Irom the Institute of the Holy Angels
orthodox,. I am sure the Lord helped at Fort Lee, N. J. Before qutting the
me catch that ball, and it was my first school she embraced Catholicity and
was formally received to the church.
great lesson in prayer.
,
"A. Johnson, brother of Tom
Acts Immediately.
the present mayor of Cleveland,
Colds are sometimes more troubleran up to me and handed me a $10 bill,
exclaiming: 'Buy a new hat. Bill. That some in summer than in winter, it's so
hard to keep from adding to them
catch won me $1,500."
while coolins off after exercise. One
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life. Minute Cough Cure cures at once. AbMake the kidneys htilthy with Foley's solutely safe. Acts immediately. Sure
cure tor coughs, colds, croup, throat
Kidney cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
and lung troubles. J. H. O'Rieiiy &
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

J

Be-mi-

-

(
I

y

ex-ba- ll

run-dow-

n

John-eon-

BASE BALL WITH ALBUQUERQUE
H B. Charman receives a Proposition
to Furnish El Paso With a
Good Team.
Harry B. Charman, who is in charge
of the El Paso end of the proposed
Paso base ball games
Albuquerque-E- l
for October, Is in receipt of a letter
from Dale D. Gear, of Kansas City,
and
a well known attorney there Blues,
manager of the Kansas City
who offers to furnish El Paso with a
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THE ECONOMIST

your medicines did for rue," writes Mrs.
Blanche Marshall, of Whiting, Jackson
Co., Kansas, Box 139. "I was severely
afflicted with kidney trouble and female
weakness. In less than three months
the trouble became so bad I could hardly
walk around the house. I suffered almost
ever) thing. Seeing your advertisement
In our paper concluded to write Dr.
Tierce. After receiving- your kind advice I immediately began taking your
medicine. After taking two bottles of
Favorite Prescription ' alternately with
two of 'Golden Medical Discovery,' and
using one box of ' Lotion Tablets ' I am
entirely cured. I can do all my own
work without
any trouble.
I take great
pleasure i n

B.-l- l.

Briggs

JULY CLEARANCE SALE

suffering
women."

WASH GOODS
EVERY YARD OF SUMMER WASH DRESS FABRICS REDUCED TO
COST.

SHEER AND DELICATE PRINTED EFFECTS IN DIMITIES,

TISTES.

ATTRACTIVE

SILK AND LINEN NOVELTIES

WAISTS AND SUMMER DRESS WEAVES AT

LESS

THAN

ORIGINAL

LAWNS, ORGANDIES AND

OF HIGH GRADE.

BA-

ALL THE WANTABLE

ORIGINAL PRICE AND LESS.

ONE-HAL- F

WASH SILK SPECIAL
Over 1.000 yards of all silk striped, corded and checked Kal Kal wash
in solid colors. Also two and three color combinations. These were
made to sell for 60 cents the yard. Every yard In the house goes In this
sale for only
See our window display.

silks

wheelmen were In line and
manufacturers and dealers were represented by elaborate and varied displays. The route was from Washington square up Fifth avenue to One
Hundred and Tenth street and the line
tOak several hours in passing a given
point.
Colonel Albert A. Pope, the
father of the cycling Industry, was
grand marshal and his staff was made
up of former presidents of the L. A. W.
and other cycling veterans.
vidual

This season's most fashionable mercerized fabric
worth 35 cents the yard. Goes in this sale at only

& Co.

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

Takes

to 20 pieces printed batistes and comities
CLEARING SALE PRICE

10 and

121,

2

cents

:

that sold up to

15

cents a yard

2

15

3

Includes all classes of wash goods
CLEARING vALE PRICE

4

Takes

5
6

Takes In all our Honiton iace effects and all wash materials that sold all
season up to 50 cents the yard CLEARING SALE PRICE
Includes all our very best summer wash materials, such as silk embroidered dimities, Farmosian silk novelties, Tsatlee silk tissues and Satsuma
silk novelties goods that sold all season from 60 to 85 cents the yard

that sold up to

20 and 25

cents per yard

In all our 30 and 35 cent wash goods such as lisle tissues, tissue
preme, dotted swiss muslins, embroidered dots CLEARING PRICE

su-

6c yd.
8ic yd,
J0c yd.
15c yd.
25c yd.
35c yd.

Children's Mull Bonnets and Hats
Prices cut almost

half and will be sold as follows:
75 cents bonnets, now

50c
75c

$1.00 bonnets, now

35c
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35 cent bonnets now
50 cents bonnets, now
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Is your last

until August to
buy your Clothing
and other articles
at actual cost and
some befiow cost j
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Superlative

many grocers. They aro made front alum, a poisonous drug, v.IJcii rcaJ.ri the tool injurious to nealtbu

that sold up to

r,

0

There ara imitation baking powders sold cheap by

the yd.
-r

CLEARING SALE PRICE

.

strength
and purity
Improves the flavor and adds
to the feealthftdness of the food

17-i-- c

,r

In all our printed lawns and batistes
CLEARING SALE PRICE

e

in

stripes and figures,

-,
r
rT
jSee window.
Our entire stock of lawns, dimities, Swisses, organdies, cotton etamines, Swiss muslins and novelty
wash goods divided into six special lots to close out, and every yard marked down to half original selling
price as follows:

o
Passionists' Golden JuDilee.
Pittsburg, Pa., July 12. A notable
celebration was begun In Pittsburg today of the fiftieth anniversary of the
establishment in this country of the
Passionist Fathers, one of the ascetic
orders of the Catholic church. The

Kat-ze-

in

WASH GOODS

Summer complaint Is unusually prevalent among children this season. A
well developed case in the writer's
family was cured last week by the
timely use of Chamberlain's Colic', Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy one of
the best patent medicines manufactured and which Is always kept on hand
at the home of ye scribe. This is not
Intended as a free puff for the compa,
ny, who do not advertise with us, but
to benefit little sufferers who may not
be within easy access of a physician.
No family should be without a bottle
of this remedy in the house, especially
in summer time. Lansing, Iowa, Journal. For sale by all druggists,

event has attracted noted prelates
from all over this country and Canada,
among the number being Archbishop
Ryan, of Philadelphia, Archbishop
of Milwaukee, Mgr. Falconlo ar.d
oihers. The celebration consists for
the most part of religious exercises of
an extremely impressive character.
The Passionists were founded in 1720
and have been renowned from the first
lor their missionary work and their
hospitality. With the exception of the
benedictines, the Passionists are the
only monks who maintain guest
houses where the needy are received
and temporarily cared for without reference to their moans or faith. The
seat of the order in this country is located at Hoboken, N. J.
Bronchitis for Twenty Years.
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville,
"I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar which is a sure
cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.

37ic tho yd.

PERSIAN FOULARDS
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Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 ctt.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.
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PRICE BAKING POWDER CO;
CHICAGO.

In

Dry Goods Line.
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Shoes,

Doctor
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

No

Tierce's medicines to all

o

v
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Boyne Battle Recalled.
Belfast. July 12. The Orange socle-tie- s
Cycling's Silver Jubilee.
of Belfast and vicinity had their
New York, July 12. It was just customary parade and speech-makintwenty-fivyears ago that the first bi- today in celebration of the anniversary
While
cycles were manufactured in America, of the battle of the Boyne.
and in celebration of the silver jubilee there were some small clashes becycle enthusiasts, manufactures and tween Orangemen and nationalists,
others Interested in wheeling held a there were no serious disturbances owmammoth cycle parade in New York ing to the fact that the police were out
today. It was the largest affair of its in more than ordinary force.
kind ever seen in the metropolis.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
Scores of clul.g and hundreds of indi- Co.;
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
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such articles are copied by other pa-- I
the finest cf white tulle. This gives
A ROYAL WEDDING,'
pors at a distance and believed to bo
appearance
the skin a firm, marble-liktrue," when they are In fact false.
that Is positively classic.
The Eton effects of heavier gowns
Johnston's Stage Line.
Individuality the Distinguishing Fea have been replaced with an independ- Prince of Montenegro Weds a SerWill leave every Tuesday morning
ent ruffle which hangs unconfined from
Undertakers and Etnbalmers
.for the Jemet Hot Springs and return
vian Princess.
the bustline to the upper edge of the
tureofan Unusual Display.
en Thursdays.
One regular trip a
belt, much after the Eton outline, but
week and extra trips when ordered.
much fuller. The furrule is laid on in
Leave orders at Sturges European no
upon
Superintendent Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
stitched
are
and
plaits
these
IN
IT.
POLITICS
WHAT IS BEING WORN.
tel.
JAo. T. JOHNSTON,
either side, then appllqued with medalBrith" Cemeteries.
o
lions of lace or embroidered. The fashQulckel
&
Messrs.
Botbe,
proprietors
summer
becoming
for
more
Is
far
ion
Vienna, July 12. A dispatch from of the Zelger Cafe,
New York, July 12. Individuality in than the
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
extend a cordial inEton, and suggest Cettlnje says:
simple folk of the vitation to their many
atthe distinguishing feature of mid sum- comfoit and luxury in the most subtle Itlack mountainsThe
greatly tend the grand free lunchfriends topoprejoicing
are
at their
mer gown and the season this year is manner. Certainly nothing Is daintier. today after their own peculiar fashion,
Both Thones in Our Office
201211 North Second Street.
resort tonight. The chef of the esMAUDE GRIFFIN.
enlivened by an unusual display of
and the welkin is resonant wit.i the ular
says
tablishment
spread
the
be
will
smait frocks.
' I am using a hox of Chamberlain'! sharp and stunning reports of rifles, ready about 8:30 p. mfi
Combined with individuality must be
Old ami
o
and Liver Tablets ami find muskets and revolvers.
Stomach
grace for everything Is designed with
Green It the Cclir.
the best thing for my stomach I young, men ana Doys, gainer in sireei
a view to accentuating this subtle at- them
says T. W. Robinson. Jus- auu TiuaBr, auu uu lilt? lliuuuiaiuo, nun
green tag sale is
,ur
tribute of womankind. Materials that ever ofused,"
by the crack and pink of firearms give
the peace, Loomls, Mich. These expression
nWe are determined that all
are a la mode are of the sheer, soft, tice
am
Joy
long
afain
to
as
as
their
of
disorders
only
correct
willowy variety, accommodating the tablets not
"ul
buuub iuubi ut? buiu ur
a fastidious taste and a good judge of
bowels but regulate the liver and mun tlon lasts In th afternoon and'"1
fore the season ends and we have scaldemand for draped effects; and these the
evening,
spent
when
cartridges
are
the
and
to
easy
take
They
are
bowels.
a
arranged
down
ed
good food never has fault to find with
prices
with
while
an
effects,
such
extent
to
that
draped
In effect. Price 25 cents per they will gather in front of the royal we are bound to attain our end. Every
studied freedom suggestive of classic pleasant
palace,
a
gives
Inadeterm
which
an
our
meats. Our cuts are' generous and
at box. For sale by all druggists.
art and beauty, fit faultlessly and
quate idea of the sedate farmhouse oc- green tag means a saving to you of 10
figure
per
Si
30
of
the
fair, and are always made to suit the
cent. See our windows
no time is the contour
cupied by the Montenegrin royal fam- to
completely hidden.
ily, and there they will shout their mon Stern, the Railroad avenue
desires of our customers. Families
diaphanous
The ultra smart skirt of
zivios, and even plunge into the measexpanding at
wanting the best beef, mutton, lamb,
material Is sheath-like- ,
ured excitement of the national dance,
Attend a specially prepared free
the foot and requiring a soft billow Revival ot the Arabian Camel Storv the kola
veal and poultry are sure of getting it
unch at the White Elephant tonight.
effect of undulating frills to produce
rejoicThe
popular
cause
of
these
at
the graceful flare that is absolutely
ings is to be found In the fact that Everybody Invited. o
tor the Arid Plains.
necessary on every style of summer
tomorrow Prince Mirko, second son
Remember the Store.
''
gown. These frills are made of many
1
of the Montenegrin ruler, will marry
flO
The store with the white front The
different materials and some of them
Copy ti
Mile.
Natalie
Prince
Constantlnovltch.
Lion Store offers you such goods at
BEAST OF BURDEN.
are placed on the drop skirt, but often
Mirko has Inherited the beauty of his such prices which will not be met In
they are seen as well on the inside of
mother, considered, not only In her any direction.
Itself.
the dress
youth, but even now, the handsomest
There is a very general use again
The story of the experiment made
in the land. He is a tall young
Our store is crowded, and we are
among the fashionable modistes of nearly fifty years ago to utilize the woman
man of 24, a typical Petrovitch, and very busy, but we will take time to sell
variformed
balayeuse,
Gotham of the
Arabian camel as a beast of burden very
His tastes run to you one of those handsome Automatic
:
ously of lace entire, of plaited silk, or- on the arid plains of Arizona, New music accomplished.
composes
(he
and plays well) refrigerators, which we offer at cost.
musSwiss
gandie, mull, batiste or fine
Mexico and the desert plains of Colo- and bacteriology. He has a large pal- E. J. Post & Co.
with
lin, narrowly tucked, and finished
rado, is one of the many interesting
near Podgorica In the fertile valan edge of insertion and lace or em- chapters in the history of the south- ace
Free lunch tonight at the White Ele
ley of the Zeta, of which province ha
broidery
1
west. The originator and chief pro- is the volvoda or duke.
phant.
In some of the skirts the
o .
project was Jefferson
tne
moter
cf
Is
tall,
17,
His
and
bride
slender
Just
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
effect is gained by a group of tucks set Davis.' During the last days of the a blonde. At home she is known as
in around the circular skirt. This is tcssion of congress in 1851, whn the Lily.
few
a
Mirko
met
only
Prince
her
1
easy to accomplish. If one begins with army appropriation bill was under con
of a narrow sideration. Mr. Davis, then senator months ago la Vienna, and fell In love
CLASSIFIED
ADS.
the tucks at either side
once.
Col.
father,
at
Her
Constantino
front breadth, which may be rinisnen from Mississippi, offered a bill providNote
down either seam with two or three ing for tue purchEse and introduction vitch. saw much service under Prince
All classified advertisements
of Battenberg.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
li8 Qold Avenue.
twenty dromedar Alexander
or
"liners," one cent a word for
tucks.
and
thirty
rather
ot
camels
Marriage is a peculiar institution In each insertion.
A feature of dress upon which great ies with ten Arab drivers and the neccharge
Minimum
for
Montenegro and It Is to be hoped that any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
emphasis Is being laid is the lace coat. essary equippage.
the fair bride will not be subject to In order
This is distinguished for three things
to insure proper classification COtXJOCXXXXXXXXXXOOOOOO
In December. 1854, Major U. Wayne the
same humiliating customs as are all "liners"
beauty Its film' was sent to Egypt and Arabia to buy
t6ides Us wonderful cost.
should be left at this of
mounsex
of
in
rest
her
the
little
the
coats
These
ainess, fragility and
seventy-fivHe bought the
camels.
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
woprincipality.
a
When
tain
married,
to
the
add
to
are really ornaments
first lot in Cairo and taking these in
FOR RENT.
contusion of the tummer woman's at- the naval store ship Supply he sailed man may not sit at her husband's table
has guests, but must take her OR RENT Two or three furnished
none
and
tire, for of warmth they have
to Smyrna, where thirty more of an- when he
In
If
meals
the
her
he
more.
kitchen.
substantiality very little
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
other kind were bought. These had in the street, he passes her met
by as a
One of the daintiest effects Imaginaeen used on the Arabian deserts.
Third street.
or,
some
of
ftranger,
days
if, after
ble la in soft colored guipure lined They cost from $75 to $300 each, some
FOR RENT Furnished room in pri
An117
Railroad Avenue
with a pale blue painted muslin.
vate family, with bath. 516 north
what more than had been paid ior tne separation, they meet In public, she
other model suitable for the woman Egyptian lot. The ship Supply, with will not dare to greet him with a Kiss
Second street.
to whom black is Indispensable and its load of camels, reached Indianola, on the mouth, but in token of subjecOR RENT Large furnished rooms
this means every well dressed woman Texas, on the Gulf of Mexico, February tion she will kiss twice above and beover the postoffice, $10 a month.
out
low
with
he
arm
elbow
coat
the
in
lined
the
thrusts
lace
black
long
a
during
10, 1857.
the
is
Three had died
FOR RENT Airy, comfortable rooms
to
in
true,
her
is
condescension.
It
chiffon.
seventy-twin
the
voyage, leaving
Call
at
with
de
Oro,
board.
Casa
at
Refer
It really seems impossible to imagine herd. At first the mild submissiveness however, that the position or women
613 West Gold avenue.
a higher attainable perfection in shirt of the camels provoked the drivers. of the better classes is improving, for
FOR 8ALE,
waists, for they are all that the human They could appreciate the vigorous there is already a college, presided
varie- kicking of an army mule In Its protest over by a Russian lady, in Cettinje,
heart could wish this seasonA instyle
FOR
SALE
Blacksmith and wheel
of against abuse, but the spiritless dejec- and here the daughters of the rich atCol. 'Phone
Automatic
ty, material and price.
wrlght shop, stock and tools, four
of
a
number
blouse which is varied in
pensiveness of tend. Due they are few and their privand the
six lots, all for $2,000.
tion
houses
and
,
r
ways is made of squares and lace and the Arabian
was exas ileges without precedent.
:cxxxdooooococooococoocoooco
Call on or address William
batiste, the latter tucked crosswise perating. They soon learned that in
Holbrook, Ariz.
r
corner,
Politics in the Wedding.
from side to side and corner to
pure meanness one lone camel could
FOR SALE A well paying confection
one tuck in each line. Lace and em- discount a whole herd of mules.
12.
Much Interest is
July
Paris,
ery store. In good locality; reasons,
way,
broidered squares are used In this
The camel could travel sixteen miles manifested here in the marriage of
party leaving town. Address, J. Z.,
the ack like the front. Lace and silk, an hour, which was a virtue, but when Prince Mirko of Montenegro and Mile.
this office.
Furniture,
and batiste embroidered squares with camp was struck in the evening and it Natalie Constantlnovltch, which Is to FOR SALE A good livery outfit very
Any was turned loose to sup off the succu
silk 6t chiffon are also used.
lake place tomorrow.
cheap; a chance for a man with
Crockery,
fancied combination Is admissible, but lent sage brueh, either to escape the
It was believed at one time that the
email means to go into business;
the squares in smaller numbers are a noise and profanity of the camp or to young prince would persist In his dhave other business to look after
Graniteware,
useful trimming, set in detached view the country, the beast was al slre to wed Lettle Bonaparte, widow of
must sell. For further informa
and
may
like.
one
any
form
that
In
motifs
ways seized with a desire to take a the duke of Aosta. But reasons of
CerF.
Williams,
apply
to
John
tlon
The greatest variety is afforded In tramp of twenty-flvor thirty miles state prevailed anu the handsome
rillos. N. M.
noneee waists and these are shown In efore supper. While this only toon young prince was Induced
giVe up FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
to
Squares,
The
ecru.
blue,
and
black, dark
red
an hour or two of time, it Involved the duchess, who. by the way, was flf
railroad; 20 acres In fruit trees and
latter, however, are the most favored upon an unfortunate driver the neces- teen
years
400
his senior.
Bhade and ornamental
vines;
Mattresses,
because they combine so prettily with sity of spending hall the night in
trees; good pure water from a sixty
From a political point of view his
!
other colors. These blouses are
chasing,
for if it was not round union with Mile. Constantlnovltch is a
camel
foot well; good adobe residence and
Springs,
and almost Invariably cut with ed up there was a delay of half the far better match. In fact, the mar
outhouses. For particulars Inquire
'
Inn- npek and elbow sleeves.
day In stalling the caravan. The riage tomorrow will mark a definite
next
and Second
at The Citizen office.
Necessity has proved the mother of animal could carry a ton this was a point In the history of the race of the FOR
SALE Stove wood, any length
invention in fashions as well as in commendable virtue but when too Balkan peninsula.
Household Goods
400 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
There are five
trade, for the herringbone decoration heavily loaded the ships of the desert states which have in this
cord, $4.50.
Call on or address G.
been
so much used, and so expensive when collided on a narrow trail, as they al- carved out of the Ottomancentury
Ribera, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
empire, an.i
Sizesdone by hand can be purchased all- ways did when an, opportunity offered of them Roumania, Greece and Bui
SALE Several bea'tiiul homes
readv for use In the shops for a rea- and tons of supplies were scattered garia are governed by foreign dynaa FOR
bargains
are
lots.
city
These
and
eonable sum. It is machine made, of over miles of plain. As the unfortu
closely connected with the great
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
course, but it answers every purpose nate camel pilots had to gather up the ties
No trouble to show property. See
Only
Europe.
of
reigning
families
gown
expense
a
of
the
and reduces
flotsam of the wreck, it Is not strange Servia and Montenegro are governed
Jno. W. McQuade.
considerably.
that the mariners of the arid wastes by native dynasties, neither of which
is
embroidery
in
knot
The French
WANTED.
anathematized the whole camel race was related to the imperial families
en regie and one of the most effective from the beast the prophet rode down of
good cook. Apply to 8i3
WANTED
A
re
comnarativelv
Eurone
until
the
displayed
to
It is
trlmmines Been.
to the smallest imp of Jefferson Davis' cent weddings of tne Princess Helene
Copper avenue.
ereatest advantage on collars and mportation.
Albuquerque in. m.
of Montenegro with' the young king of WANTED Agents for Martinique uis- 117 Gold Avenue
bands used on silk gowns. The em
Whenever one of the
CO
or
a
Fifty
aster.
month
dolars
crown
Italy,
prince
of
of
the
and
broideries this season are so delicate burden bearers of the Orient came Montenegro with
N
per cent commission. Sample books
the duchess of Meek
and beautiful that the gowns of sheer trotting along past a corral of horses
.!nSasndcnodods.
.
free. American Wholesale Co., 38o
strengthened
saving
materials are daintier than ever.
evening
an
voice
an:l
in
luted
its
111.
Chicago.
avenue,
Wabash
by
the
his
position
alliances
these
A novelty to lie worn with shirt
Mohammed or some other Turk astute Prince Nicholas, ruler of the WANTED Oilman's employment ag
Then to everyto horse
walntR is the kid necktie.
of the caballada was seizency employs anything between heamatch this are cunning little kid pock ed with fright and broke loose and principality, looked out for a consort
ven and hades, except domestic help.
son and at the same
ets which hang on the belt and kid stampeded. At the breaking out of the for his second eye
repairing'.
Ofllce 113
Railroad avenue.
on the future pros
an
with
time
Btocks consisting of a high, straight civil vai some thirty-fivITarriaoe
J L. AC l r IN 1
or forty of
banil fastened with a buckle. Kid la the camel band were herded at the perlty of his country. During recent WANTED At once, a number of
bridge carpenters to work on the
in fact an important factor in the I'nited Sta'es forts Verde, jJI Paso. years he has often cast an eye across
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
own
prln
of
nis
mountains
and
In
the
barren
suede
summer,
both
of
modes
Mr,
Yuma and some of the smaller posts
,.
Z
IwoortA 'T'l-at company's general ofllce, Santa
plains adjoining,
enamel.
in Texas. When the eastern forts were cipality to the fertile
Fe, or to August Reingardt, Kenne
nothing
to
would
He
better
than
like
A LiTikinit mode which was revived abandoned by
the government the
dy. N. M., via Galisteo.
especially tor the coronation gaities in camels were turned loose to take care see his son Mirko ruling over a neigh
kingdom so desirable as Ser WANTED Customers to try our
popular
become
lvondon and which has
of themselves.
Those at Yuma and boring
and
bread, pies, cakes, pastry of every
strengthened
Circumstances
in suite of the postponed ceremonies Fort Tejon were taken to Hcnifia, con via.
description and delicious Ice cream.
is the Reubens hat which is charming demned and sold at auction to the Prince Nicholas' hopes. For is not
lie convinced that we supply the
ami verv "sevant as the French mini highest bidder. They were bought by Servia unaccountably cursed as re
V
best to be had In Albuquerque. New
nera on Fifth avenue say. It Is a two Frenchmen, who took them .to gards an heir to its throne? Queen
and
oppoEngland
bakery,
'phones,
both
channe lrom the Gainsborough and Reese River, Nevada, where they were Draga Is childless. The principal Ser
Anthony Xydias,
site postoffice.
Saddlery
though the latter will never go out of used in packing salt to Virginia City. vian pretender, Karagoergeevitch, an
proprietor.
fashion with certain types 01 neauiy Afterward they were taken to Arizona olJ man and a bookworm, prefers
Repairing,
young
lady
Sewing
by
it must l)e discarded temporarily, for and for some time used in packing ore to leave his quiet library in Lucerne WANTED
seamstress. Will go out by day. Apthe Hubcns is the only product of the from the Silver King mine down the to rule over chaotic Servia. His two
Expert Horse
ply to Miss Ortiz at the Lion store.
old masters that holds a place in the Gila to Yuma. Even the Frenchmen's sons have been educated for a military
or
exchange
WANTED
first
To
sell
pre
Still
career
another
in
Russia.
mot'ish warurobe.
Shoeing.
paiiet.ee gave out at last. Disgusted
class standard make square piano 5
Karageor
As a compromise for the Iwa of the with their
burden bear tender is Prince Alexander
Would consider trade for horse and
ttsunKlwirouEh. an ideal summer hat is ers they turned the whole hfld loose gevitch, prefers Paris to Belgrade,
buggy. Address M.. Citizen office.
shown in pique, it is tall, with flaring on the desert near Maricopa Well.s. Therefore Prince Nicholas believes
ALBUQUERQUE,
indented brim, but Instead of an or The descendants of these camels are not without apparent reason, i.ie t ay WANTED Woman for general house
work; Matthews Dairy, Hell 'phone
nithological decoration, the trimming still running wild on the d
NEW MEXICO.
of is approaching when there will be
35.
greater Servia controlled by two of
is confined to a chiffon veil watterea southern Arizona.
good
hand
6econd
WANTED
Gents'
v lib black polka dots.
his sons. The alliance of Prince Mirko
clothing, shoes and hats, 515 South oo
with a daughter of one of the most
Cooling Delights.
In laslilonaMe millinery, however
plays
First street. Call or address R. J coooococooooooocoooo
Page & Voorhees, the eastern drug- popular families of Servia certainly
the maneuvering of long leathers
Sweeney.
an important part and smart hats gists have a. brand new up to date seems to strengthen the situation. The
Trustworthy person In
seem to have a flatter and more down soda fountain. They mix drinks that young Montenegrin prince, indeed WANTED
each county to manage business, old
ward tendency than ever. Many wo- tickle your palate. Their ice cream may find the future made for him in
established house, solid financial
men will bail the entree of the tilted sodas are unexcelled.
South Second less time than his father has dared to
standing; straight bona fide weenly
Used in the Medical Department of the
hat, for it is exceedingly becoming to street, next to postoffice.
think for the report comes that King
cash salary $18 paid by check each
plain faces. It is only the possessor
Alexander's throne even now Is totter
United States Army and Navy Service,
USE,
FAMILY
FOR
expenses
direct
W. V. Wolvin. I) D. S., Dental Sur- ing and Servia may soon be searching
Wednesday, with all
of regular features and other charming
recognized as the purest stimulant In
CONVALESCENTS
from headquarters: money advanced
advantages that can afford to wear geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant for a new and more popular ruler.
AND INVALIDS.
the market Recommended by the best
for expenses. Manager, 373 Claxton
her hair low on the nape of her neck block. Hot!' 'phone.
16, 21, 23
o
Building, Chicago.
medical authority in the land.
hat over her eyes at
jlck headacne absolutely and perma
and a
28. 30.
the angle Madam Mode commands at
-- entry cured by using Mokl Tea.
O
Fancy Summer costumes for la- present.
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipa- WANTED Five young men from BerSold exclusively by
nalillo county at once to prepare for
Green has the lead among the colors O dies, and Hathing suits for Ladies O tion and indigestion, makes you eat,
positions in the government service,
just at the moment and it is charming O and Young Folks are given mark- - O sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
WnOLKSAI K I.IOI OB ItKAI.EKS
Apply to
Corres. lnst
fabric O ed attention in The Designer for
in the delicate, transparent
guaranteed or money back, H5c and
Cedar Rapids, la.
made over white, or silk and chiffon O August; 10c a copy, at Golden O 50c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co., Buf
COOOCXXXXXXOOCOCOCXDCOCOCODO
O Rule Dry Goods Co.
of the same tint.
falo, N. Y., for free sample. J. H WANTED To buy or rent a second
hand fire proof safe. Address M
O Rlelly & Co. and B. H. Biggs &
The pohi.adour Bleeve, close flttin
J.
this office.
Of
to th elbow, where it Is finished with
Demlng has nowa large Ice plant Co.
i
mav little frills, is very popular for
in
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The littl and electric light sy8tem under conflowered muslin gowne.
The dispatch sent out by the Sant
tract
wristband Is a feature of many of the
Fe vorrtspoudent of the Denver Re LOST A wig on Gold avenue of Third
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
long thin sleeves, and the fuller, more
street, between Knights of Pythias
publican and News, regarding a sen
Ruppe's
open
drug
night,
ah
store
pouchy and transparent the sleeve, th
hall and 607 Mountain road. Return All patrons and friends cordially Invitsational gold strike near Ceirillos. is
every
night
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
narrower and tighter the wristband is
to this office and receive reward.
denied by the Cerrillos Register, and
o
A little trick of the trade whir
the paper says that "there is no prac CASH PAID for distributing samples served every day.
25 cents.
cigars,
two
Statehood
for
208 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
STEVE BALLING.
lends a beautiful transparency to th
Send stamp. American Distributer
tice which is more injurious to the in
'
Proprietor,
ri. N.
fckin is to line sleeves tt black net wit
Mo.
.
City,
country
than this, as
Kansas
terests of the
Subscribe for The Pall CPUe
.. . . ,

MID SUMMER

GOWNS.

e

O. W. STRONG & SONS,

close-fittin-

A CRITICAL EYE

semi-annu-

ship oTthFdesert.

Wm. Farr,

Brockmeier & Cox,

f

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

hip-yok- e

George B. ' Williams,

e

DRUGGIST.
West

cherry-colore-

Twenty years experience prescription trade.
to Albuquerque physicians' generally.

o

'Phone 458,

mild-eye-

63.

d

,

burden-beare-

Arm-bruste-

r,

BORRSDAILE & CO.

-

Tinware,
Art

e

(ft

d

New

-

-

Iron Beds All

$3.00

Up-Househo-

ld

Goods on

Easy Payments.

-

hump-backe-

d

House Furnishings,
m9c
CARRIAGES dt I
TH,
REPAIRING

lenburg-Strelltz-

ori-6o-

n

e

n

Trimming
Painting,
Harness

.

nt

I

fS

hunch-backe-

J.

Korber

& Co.,

oookooooo oooooooooo

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

pan-cak-

e

000000000000000000a

Inter-Stat-

ooooaoooooooooooooo
1

e

MORELLO BROS.,

The ICEBERG

A. SKINNER
Do-Je-

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
I
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Albuquerque Hardware Company

City Council Complaints

Commis"

sioners Asked to Help Pardon a

Builders' ail General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

TENTS

HERDERS

fllNERS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGAIILLCO
Manufacturer

of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn ;
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

DECORATIVE
la a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in Jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,

Brutal Murderer,

Plumbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Albuquerque, N. M.

ooooooooooooooo

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

O0r0SKOfKO0OSX3OX3O0

fXC00X0K0030

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
in the territory.

W. Railroad Ave

O0OOCOOOO0O0O
'GROSS, KELLf&CO,
(Incorporated)

-

mi

ffil I

I

III

i

f

III II 111 L.

eatbendjckV
,,
w

111

R. P. HALL,

D asi;

ii. Briggs

& Co.

JAMES DEVINE. Leader.
The following program will be ren
:

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

It Takes the Best

of Values
TO INTEREST THE PUBLIC THESE WARM
DAYS, BUT WE ARE. EQUAL TO THE OCCASION AND THE
KIND OF PRICES YOU FIND HERE IN JULY ALWAYS
MAKES THIS STORE THE PROPER BUYING PLACE.
ASSORTMENT

WE ARE SHOWING A MOST ELEGANT

AL80 HAVE

OF CARPETS, RUGS MATTING, LINOLEUM.

CURTAINS,

SPLENDID VALUES IN HIGH ART DRAPERIES,

PORTIERES, COUCH ANND TABLE COVERS.

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carrie
tha Largest
and float Eitaaalve
Stack al

Flour, O rain
and Provisions.

Hilllioard"

Kluhr

Car lots

SUpleOroceries
foaod

oathwast.

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

S.

U.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

All errors of vision scientifically

cor-

rected

S. T. VANN, DOCTOR OF OPTICS.

wuh

S. VANN & SON,

JEWELERS.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.
Sherwin-Willia- ms
Looks Best
Mnm
est I Most Economical I
1

(la Effect June

padalty.

Paint Building Paper

Wears Long
Full Measure

ALWAYS

IN

Tca,

DOORS,
BLINDS, PLA8TKK
LIME, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kta

SASH,

1

1 1

First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

1, 1WZ.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.

No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited
10 : 50 a.m.

TH

LEAVE GOING NORTH.
Express
8:30 a.m.
11:55 p.m.
Limited

No. 2, Atlantic
No. 4, Chicago
No. 8, Chicago

Express

ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Atlantic Express .... 7:10
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
27, Mexico Express
11:00
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
2, Atlantic Express
8:05
4, Chicago Limited
11:45
8, Chicago Express
6:45
LEAVE. GOING WEST.

a.m.

No.

p.m.

No.
No.
No.

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

No. 1, California Express. .. . 'A: 15 p.m.
No. 3 California Limited
11:00 a.m.
No. 7 Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri-

ST. ELMO

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.

7:30p.m.

No. 22,

I

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516. Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

Overture "Poet and Peasant". .Suppe
( alianthe
Holzniann
altz
"Plantation Song," medley over
ture
Conterno days.
"Mr. Thomas Cat," march coiniqiie
Local freight No. 90, going south,
Hall
"Holy City"
Adam carries passengers.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
"Sporting Life," medley overture..
SUMMER

GARDEN

Just North of the City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
Colorado Lard and Meats.
with best of liquors and cigars and ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
free to visitors. Lunches served. Gar
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
den has swings and nice shade trees
ETA, N. M.
Everybody invited and good order pre
served.
,

Proprietor

Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulley
Grade bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty,
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, AL DQUERQUE, N. M.

IroL and

U.

he provided.

BADARACCO'S

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
,

Headquarter

Beyer

Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,

l'CltWCBECSlSUJKV

Co.;

.

Wool, Hides, Pelts
K. C. Baking

&

Free Concert at Robinson Park.
The First Regiment band. N. G. N
M., will give a concert tomorrow eve
ning at 7:30 o'clock. Extra lights will

March

We handle
B

O'Rlelly

dered

WHOLESALE

0S

Vacation Days.

Vacation time is here and the chil
dren are fairly living out of doors.
There rould be na healthier place for
them. You need only to guard against
the accidents incidental to most open
air sports. No remedy equals DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve for quickly "stop
ping pain or removing dange- of serf
ous consequences. For cuts, scalds and
"I used DeWitt's Witch
wounds.
Hazel Salve lor sores, cuts and
bruises," says L. B. Johnson, of Swift,
Texas, "it is the best remedy on the
market. Sure cure for plies and skin
diseases. Beware of counterfeits. J
11.

mM

!

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

sani--tariu-

& S. F.

PELTIER BROS.

A. J. MALOY, 214

FABER,

ALBERT

Tlm-me-

OtX0KUSXJX00CJO

206 West Gold Avenue,

gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
and Its attendant disagreeable symptoms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tabPROPERTY OWNEBS KICKING.
lets afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
Money refunded if you are not satis-fleSend to us for a free sample.
Special Correspondence.
Silver City. N. M.. July 11. Dr. Bul- V. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
lock, who has charge of the Sisters' J. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H. Briggs
sanitarium in this city, which was just & Co.
recently finished, states that the buildings have been complete, and furnishGRAND ANNUAL PICNIC.
ing will be commenced right away.
They now have seven consumptives C. Colombo Benovelent Society Will
Hold Forth Sunday, July 20.
patients In the sanitarium.
The grand annual picnic of the
Rev. Sawyer, pastor of the Baptist
church, returned yesterday from a Christopher Colombo Benevolent sotrip east, where he had taken his sick ciety will be held at the grove near
Barelas bridge on
wife.
Sunday, July 20,
Henry Rosenberg, wife and children, who have been visiting friends In commencing at 8 a. m. Every arrangeSilver City. for some time past, will ment has been made by the society to
in a few days leave on quite a J ex- make this the big
Event of the Season.
tended trip to tne Pacific coast. They
The program of events will Include
will return to their home in New York
a laughable sack race, from 3 to 4
about the last of September.
Thompson and Copp, who own the o'clock. Grand prize to the winner.
A foot race for little girls at 4
Virginia, in the Burro mountain mining district, will in a few days make a o'clock. Grand prize to the winners.
Dancing.
carload shipment of high grade' copper
A fine platform has be n erected in
ore taken from their mine to the El
Hrst
Paso smelter. They are at the present the shade, for this
time into some very large bodies of class orchestra will furnls.i music. No
rich copper ore in their mine and a extra charge for dancing to those holdgood outlook ahead of them to clean up ing tickets.
money at even the ptesent low price
Refreshments of all kinds will be
served at reasonable prices.
of the metal.
s
The bar will be supplied with
The fruit growers of the surrounding country have, during the past
beer, liquors, cigars and all kinds
week, been bringing in large quanti- of soft drinks.
You will not have to bring your bas
ties of different kinds of fruit to sell.
From the present appearance the crop kets, as all kinds of cold lunches will
will be exceptionally large this sea- be provided at reasonable prices.
A grand display of fireworks will be
son.
Capt. Bert Gilbert and mother left given In the evening, with a
Baloon Ascension
this week for a pleasure trip on the
by the famous Prof. Bronco at 8:30
Pacific coast.
Louie Abraham, who owns the South- o'clock.
The Italian band will play In town at
ern hotel in this city, atates that the
news Item sent to The Citizen by your 8 a. m. and will furnish music at the
r grounds during the day and evening.
correspondent in regard to the
The grounds are well shaded and
house being purchased by several
every arrangement will be made for
parties here to be made into a
for the treatment of pulmonary the comfort and enjoyment of the
troubles did not include the Southern guests.
Dancing will commence at 10 a. m.
and that no negotiations have been
opened for its sale.
Therefore the and last all day.
Do not fail to attend tho biggest pic
statement that the deal would perhaps
Include that property was a mistake. nic yet. Everybody Invited and a good
At a recent meeting of the city coun- time guaranteed.
Climbing greased pole.
cil several complaints were made by
Girls' egg race.
the owners of property near the depot,
Catching greased pig.
that the old sampling works owned by
Whoever catches the pig will own It.
the Silver City Reduction works, was a
L. GRADI.
menace to their property as it was
C. GRANDE,
liable to catch fire at any time and askCommittee.
ed that it be ordered torn down. The
council passed an order to this effect,
Elephant,
evening,
at
White
the
This
but it seems that the smelter people
lunch will be served, to
are not of that opinion and will refuse a fine tree
which everybody cordially Invited to
to allow it to be torn down.
partake.' The White Elephant is one
The Grant county board of commis- of
the city's nicest resorts.
numet
sioners
this week to hear the
merous kicks to be registered by propValues That None Others Equal.
erty owners, whose assessed valuation
Read our ad on page 2 today and be
on their property was recently raised. sure to call at our store Monday. Read
Quite a large number of raises were the amauing list of simon pure values
The board also ordered
sustained.
prices have been ripped, cut. slashed
that a survey of the boundary line be- and reduced to such a low level that
tween Grant county and Socorro be the question of profit, and. In many inmade. The survey of the lines between stances original cost, has entirely been
Grant and Luna counties has been lost sight of. The Lion Store.
completed by Surveyor George R.
VTr
Brown and the board ordered the bills
lnnrh froo tn ovprvhnilv. at
paid for the work. The board was also Zelger's Cafe tonight Don't forget
asked to pardon a man named Murray, '
Liquid Veneer, makes old furniture
who is serving a life sentence in the
Will put a brilliant, elastic,
penitentiary at Santa Fe, stating that new.
he had tuberculosis. They refused to transparent finish on any article of
do so as the crime for which he was wood or metal. For sale by Whitney
convicted was the most terrible ever Company and other Albuquerque dealcommitted in this county. He was con ers.
o
victed of placing a stick of giant pow
A lunch, flt for royalty, will be
der between his two little boys while served
by Qulckel & Bothe at Zelger's
asleep at their home in Pinos Altos Cafe tonight.
Everything eatable free.
in the lk t tor part of 1890 and setting it
off. When the citizens rushed to the
scene they found the two little fellows
Railroad Time Tables
torn almost to pieces and both dead
One of them had a short time before
received $1,500 for damages from a
railroad and by his death he received
this money for which he committed
the horrible crime.

1

first-clas-

EFFECT

JEWELER.
A., T.
Inspector
Watch
and S. F. P. Railroads.

Is the cause of more discomfort than
any other ailment If you eat the
things that you want and that are good
for you, you are distressed. Acker's
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your di-

amusi-ment- .

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

5

INDIGESTION

FROM SILVER CITY.

.

.TULY 12, 1902'

One of the finest lunches of the
will be served at the White

Ele-

phant resort tonight.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware

E. G.

Garcia & Co
Dealers In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins

COMHERCIAL

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA FE PACIFIC

CLUB

COe0

RAILROAD.

BUILDING.

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

WRITE FOR PRICES
N. M.

S. MICHAEL
Dealer

Wool

Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

in-- Fine

FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
Cordial Invitation extended to old Repairing done promptly and by
customers and visitors to partake of
'workmen.
thefree lunch at Zelger's Cafe tonight skilled
325 South Second Street.
o
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
--

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
First-clas-

s

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for prices.
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New Mexico Towns
SANTA FE.

From the New Mexican.
pmashers last evening
Window
liroke a large pane of plass at Kerr's
Is; iter shop on the west side of the

the

GOLD DUST

fwtai do your work."

J. M. riOORE

Entertained Yesterday by Las Vegas
Citizens-G- un

to Buckman's mill. J. M. P.ogers wont
with them to assist in moving their
household goods.
Miss Ressle Jones returned from an
Her
extended visit to Albuquerque.
sister, Mrs. Anna Bambrook. accom
panied her for a visit with tne old
folks.
Mrs. O. R. Bailey was the organizer
of a very lively picnic party who went
out to Bonanza and spent the day. The
members of the party were Mesdames
Bailey, Palmer and families, Mr. and
Mrs. Ede and little son. Misses May
and Cynthia Harney, Ethel Eaton and
Ruth Buell. Messrs. Fred lottn. nenry
Wesley and Lloyd Buell. A splendid
patriotic time was reported by on.
Last Tuesday evening J. v. i c a ui- ty was badly bitten in the right hand
Along in the even
by a rattlesnake.
ing the does made a disturnance
around the house when Mrs. McNulty
and family went out to see what the
trouble was. They found a large rattlesnake. Mrs. Kohler threw a rock and
struck the snake which coiled ready
for fight and as Mr. McNulty reached for the rock to throw it again the
snake struck him between the thumb
and forefinger of the right hand. Inflicting a very painful wound. He was
brought to Cerrillos at once and is doing quite well under the care of Dr

fief

FUNSTON.

Club Shoot.

(ESTABLISHED

NEW LODGE OFFICERS.

1886.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Las Vegas, N. M., July 11. The ap
pointmcnt of Conductor J. D. Notgras.--:
V illlam Vaughn, proprietor of the
as trainmaster here was made public
a good
last evening by a circular from the suraii'o hotel, has constructed
perintendent's office, the appointment
lri sidewalk in front of the hotel.
It Is 170 feet long.
to take effect from July 6. Mr.
will be down from the hospital
lira. I. n. Hanna. superintendentAri-of
foi est reserves In New Mexico and
tomorrow If able, but will not begin
zona. Is on an inspection trip to Arihis active duties until next week. Mr. will
every particle of dust and dirt from your
zona.
Notgrass was formerly the trainmaster floorstake
He will return to Santa Fe
and woodwork makes them as clean as a
from Dodge City to Raton and La Jun- whistle, neat as pin. Nothing so good for washing
about August 1.
City Engineer Wendell V. Hall Is at
ta to Canyon City. He has been on clothes and dishes.
only by THE N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY.
Rat n at present finishing up the work
this division for fifteen years and is MadeChicago,
Mew York, Boston, &i. uouis.
ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNA1 ILLO COUNTY REAL ESfully acquainted with the road and his
he lias been engaged on for the MaxMaker of OVAL FAIRY SOAP.
He will return
well Grant company.
work. The appointment was excluMve-lTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
to i;a;ita Fe on July 20.
forecasted In the Record of Wednesith her family for Rincon' for a visit
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
l,oo Hersch has ben awarded the
day, and we are glad to note the apwith relatives.
cont act to furnish fifty five tons of
pointment of so popular and able a there
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
a
ten
for
today
Everett West left
man.
hay tT the United States Indian school
camp on the Pecos river.
ays
AND
CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
conENTIRE
tK-Ortiz
the
city and Gavlno
Mrs. G. P. Tillson and baby arrived
in
Amid a light shower of rain General
trato furnish the school with 400
here today from Topeka to see her Frederick
AND
NON
RESIDENT8.
Funston, accompanied by
con of wood at $2.47 a cord.
husband, who has been staying at the Charles S. Gleed.
of Topeka. a promin
Ci mty School Superintendent John
Santa Fe hospital for some time.
attorney and Santa Fe director,
V. Conway writes from Jemez that he
T. B. Catron came in from the north ent
Professor Blake, professor of elecand William Farah had a hard trip
today and stopped off to see Eonie of and
engineering in the Kansas uniMANAGER OP
on to the Jemez springs on Monday,
his iriends here before proceeding to trical
versity and Inventor of the water tele
but made the trip safely and that
his heme at Santa Fe.
phone, arrived here today on No. 2
A. A. Senecal returned this
thf are enjoying their stay Immensetheir trip to Fort Whipple and
ly. They wil also visit the sulphurs
from an extended visit in New from
stopped off until train No. 8 tonight.
an the San Antonio springs.
York.
Palmer.
committee of citizens met them at
Tlajor H. B. Hersey. at one time a
Next Door to First National Bank,
A good rain has at last soaked the
train and escorted them to the
the
Thomas'
necessity.
Dr.
A
household
and
Fe
of
neighborhood
known
of Santa
Santa
well
resident
country in the
party
New Telephone 222.
and
Oil.
Heals bums, cms, Rosa. The lain began there Wednes Castaneda, from where the
ai present section director In charge Eclectric any
M.
consisting
W.
of
committee
throat,
sore
sort;
cures
of
at
wounds
kept
of the United States weather bureau
day night at about 8 o'clock and
Browne, O. P. Money, A. H. Whltmore,
up most of tae day yesterday, ihe R.
Louisville. Ky.. has been appointed one croup, catarrh, asthma; never fails.
C. Rankin and A. A. Jones took a
reports rain almost all the way couple
stage
of the two Inspectors of weather bu
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commissioner will make a test case,
dui it is not believed that he can prevent or punish this evasion of the law
ana me oieo Dili Just passed by con
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and with entire satisfactory
results, ine iroume was controlled
much quicker than former attacks
wnen i used other remedies." Mr,
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derson, N. C. For sale by all drug
gists.
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"sure cure for consumption." Thev do the investment
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not claim it will cure this dread comOrders taken for every known make
It is stated on good authority that plaint In advanced cases, but do posi
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the diphtheria is raging in Concho.
tively assert that it will cure in the oi stoves aud ranges. Albuquerque
company.
Sheep men are coming in from the earlier stages and never fails to give Hardware
Demlng is a great health resort
mountains quite frequently. They re comfort and relief in the worst cases.
port sheep doing well so far.
Foley's Honey and Tar is without nas no superior in cumate for the cure
Hon. Solomon Darth has gone to doubt tho greatest throat and lung of pulmonary troubles.
sanord overland. He will return ac.' remedy. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Look Into Kleinwort'n marVot nn
companled by his daughters, Lottie Pharmacy.
North Third street He has the nicest
and Addie and their husbands, Messrs.
fresh meats In the city.
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Taylor and Baekstein.
We are sole agents for Wheolor A
Sheriii Ortega is back from Concho,
the News.
Wiison sewing machines. Albert Fa
where he went to tne bedside of a dy. From
William Rose, a prominent sheeiv cer, 3ud itaiiroaa avenue.
Ing son. He says he lias two more
man of Seligman, accompanied by his
Why buv high nrlced lota when vr.ii
quite sick with diphtheria.
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repairs after a protracted run Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
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Demlng needs one hundred new
D.
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Ford and wife and Miss Iona
quired to hold sixteen feet of water In
and
of Seattle, are recent arrivals houses to supply the demand,
the old Salado reservoir. Owing to the Snaw,
Mr. Ford will return north needs them now. This demand cnn.
irregularity of the country above each in the city.
about two weeks, but the ladies ex tlnues to grow.
of the dams, it renders the above nroh in
pect
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lem nigh to Impossible of a perfectly
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Mrs. Martin BuRgeln and daughter. treatment and manicuring. Mrs. BamPharmacy.
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Hayward, arrived in the city and pro Cream builds tin the skin and Imnrnvoa
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eral deaths.
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W. C. Ten Eyck Is taking a thirty Joseph Johnston, left for Newton powder, which she
guarantees to be
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substances. It
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time with his children. Later on he perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
About forty recruits came In from will return to New Mexico and look and makes the teeth clean and white.
San Francisco this morning for Fort up a business location.
It is highly recommended by all first
Apache. Six wagons from the Fort mot
Another real estate deal was closed c'afs dentists. Also a face powder, a
them here.
the first of the week, Albert Lebsch freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
H. J. Ramer came in from Albuquer- having purchased the two east lots of cure. All of these preparations
are
que Thursday morning.
Mr. Ramer the Hayward hotel group of three. DUrelv vegetable comnounds
nive her
will mako another shipment of stock Work has already commenced for the a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
in about ten days.
erection of a new business block on
Will Scorse left for Portland, Oreg., the property, which will add another
CLOUDCROFT
Friday morning where he will meet stone to the already substantial foundThe Roof Garden of the Southwest.
his brother James. From there the ation of Williams.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
boys expect to go Into Alberta, Canada
At the trial of the Territory as. T. F.
Indian Agent C. W. Crouse and Miss Holden, charged with making an as on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed un
Lester, from the White river school. sault upon the person of one C. J.
left here Wednesday for Indianapolis,
the defendant pleaded guilty der the able management of the popuwhere they go to attend an Institute to the charge, at the same time re lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
of Indian teachers.
marking that under tne circumstances Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the prem
Levi Savage has accepted the post he was justified in his action. Judge
tion of pumper for the Santa Fe Pacific Johnston stated that while the defend ier summer resort of the southwest
been heralded far and wide, and
at this place. Dan Divelbess, who ant might feel that his action was per has
has held the position for some time. fectly justifiable, the law could not up patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
has taken a place with Wetzler broth hold him. as there were other means year.
Extensive improvements have
of redress than those employed, and
ei's, as bookkeeper.
accordingly fined Mr. Holden $25, been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
Sixty Years of Popularity
which was promptly paid.
amusements and entertainment.
Is the record of Painkiller (Perry
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
LISTEN TO THE TALK.
Davis'), but the shops are full of imi
or further information regarding this
tations made to sell upon the great
reputation of the genuine; lie cautious, It Comes from Pueblo, Colo. It Comes summer resort, call on nearest coupon
From the Back.
ticket agent, or address,
therefore, when you ask for a bottle to
A. N. BROWN,
Did yon know itT
see that you got the genuine. An
G. P. A., E.
Know the back could talk?
I. Route,
remedy for coughs, colds, bronTell its troubles like a child?
El Paso, Texas.
chitis.
o
Tell you why it aches and pains?
o
Keep your eye oa Demlng.
Tell you why it's lame and weak?
FLAGS lAFF.
Warn you of the kidneys' ills?
Kidneys have too much to do,
From the Sun.
Nasal Catarrh quickly yioldi to treat- Mr. and Mrs. Devine, of Kansas City,
Can't be sick and filter, too.
went by Ely's Cream lialm, which is agreec
Listen to them when they speak.
are visiting their son, Thomas Devine.
ably aruuintic.
It is received through tho
Relieve the kidneys; cure the ache. noi- triis, cleanups and bonis the whole sur
Invitations nre out announcing the
Keep the filters free at work.
marriage of Miss Mary i.og.e and Mr.
face over winch it (i.iTuaes U;e'.f.
Keep the kidneys well and strong.
jell tho 50c. 6;:m; 'J riul Biro ly nti.il, 10
F. C. Reld. The ceremony will be percents. Test it and j o.i i.:c Euro to couliuue
Then the back Is silent.
formed on July 15.
It does not ache; it does not pain;
the treatment.
Mrs. C. M. Funston loft for StIxniis
It 1b not weak, nor is it lame.
to visit her mother, who is in failing
iinmiieonicr.t.
It's healthy like the kidneys;
health. She expects to return about
To ftecoroniOiliito tlnwe who nro nnrlinl
pains
kidneys
All
and
backache
of
September.
tho
to
use of ittoiui.ers in n; j 'lying liquiilg
the middle
quickly cured by Doan's Kidney uiui mo unhfu j ashajjeg i r ca.ai riiixi iron.
B. H. Custer and wife,' of Phoenix,
Pills.
arrived and will spend some time here.
.', tho proprietors projnro ('ream Pulm in
Here's proof of it:
li'iuiJ form, viib'U will bo l.uown as Ut't
THE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION
Mr. Custer is disciplinarian of the
207 West Gold Avenue.
ave310
(lower,
of
Fe
Mr.
Wm.
Liquid Cream Liilm.' Yico iiicliii.Ian tl.o
Santa
Phoenix Indian school and has been
Pueblo,
Colo.,
of
proprietor
the praying tube i."ceiiU. Druggists or by
connected with that institution for the cnuo.
Situated in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
arbor shop at 310 Union street, says: mail. Tho liquid form embodies the medpast six years.
up
mining
wan
in the hills when my icinal properties of the solid preparation.
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
William Carroll came in from the
head of the water works, lie has ack first began to trouble me. This
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
charge of the camp for the gang of was four or five years ago and since
men employed in putting In the exten- then my back bad aches more or less
hotel accommodations. Stage leaves
sion pipe line. Thole is frost every lnd while at work it caused me consid
Albuquerque three times a week.
....
erable misery. If I caught cold it set
night in that portion of the peaks.
The tire in the (iraml Canyon forest tled in my kidneys and a severe back
TERMS REASONABLE
Qe0. W. BIXLER, Mgr.
reserve has burnod itself out, alter ache would be the result. I road a litburning over a strip of timbered coun- tle, book advertising Doan's Kidney
try five miles wide by twenty miles Pills and beins favorably impressed I
The treat
long. A laiTc amount of timber was got a l)x of tho remedy.
i. ?',-- !
1882
.
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destroyed and the young growth killed. ment removed the trouble with my
my
sys
Invigorated
iRck
whole
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ranger
on hat
There is but one
X
IS IT
tion of the reserve, and at this season tem.
emphatic
can
such
indorsement
Jutt
of the year there should be at least
Sole agents for casino and O.a brand
fifteen rangers to patrol the reserve to ie bad right here in Albuquerque. Drop
Telephone Service
Canned Goods. Deale rs in
prevent the ppread of tire. The fire of nto the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask
WM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proorletoro.
what their customers report.
last week was caused by lightning.
Staple and Fancy Groceries
YOU VANTT
CROWS
Sold by all dealers. Price 50 cents
214 South Second street.
All kinds of Presn Meats handled.
miiraio.
to,
A. It. Bass, of Morgantown, lnd., had per mix. r
QUICK
AND RELIABLE!
THIS
LIKE
HAIR
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter 13est on
Sausage making a specialty.
to get up ten or twelve times in the N. Y., role agents for the t inted
months.
within a few
earth
night and had seere buckaehe anil States.
Orders solicited.
NeWBKO'B HEkPIClDK
Free delivery.
Remember the 'name Doan's and
pains in the kidneys. Was cured by
M'hone
OM
New
'Phone
kills the dandruff germs
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
Foley's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Phar- take no substitute.
l.r,2
5'J.
that cause falling hair
macy.
.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
and finally baldness. No
COLORING OLEO.
J. W. Edwards
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
KINGMAN.
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lerpicide kills the
Progressive Mortician and Km
cerm. Destrovthe
From the Miner.
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cause, you remove the effect
Notice has been served by tho
balmer.
The celebration of the Fourth of
of oleoniarearine that thev
July in Kingman was one of the most
Herpicide is a delightful hair
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Calls
day
night.
and
Open
enjoyable of all the similar occasions propose to evade the law by selling
We desire patronage, and we
dressing for regular toilet use.
promptly attended to.
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guarantee fira class baking.
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in recent years.
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From the Mall.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and daughter
and Mrs. Hawkins have returned from
mrir trip to Colorado.
notch niy, who came In from the
rancn last week, eufferlnst with nneu
nionia. Is reported as rapidly recover
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MAKERS.
mere were a lew copies of his his old age combined to make him an
HE WAS ARIZONA'S SAINT. ident.
published writings, inclusive of a vol- object of affection and veneration to

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

YOU CAN ESCAPE

Small Holding No. 3215.
Notice for Puoilcation.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa re, N. w.,
July 5th, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- lowing-nnmeclaimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections 16
izt
and 17 or the act ot Marcn 3,
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470), and
that said proof will be made before
Clerk Probate Court at Albuquerque,
N. M., on the eleventh day of August,
19(2, viz: Fernando Armijo for the
Sec. 0
NV2 SEVi, and the NV& SW
TP 13, N. R. 1W.
lie names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz: Jesus MA. Sandoval,
of Sandoval, N. M.; Melquiadea Martin,
of Sandoval. N. M.: Elias Garcia, of
I Albuquerque,
N. M.; Francisco Rom- of Sandoval, N. M.
Iero,
person who desires to protest
( n
.
t tho nllAwnnpA nf nsiM nronf. or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
'

FROM TROUBLE
ume of really excellent poems, several all Arizona.
It was Poston's wish that his last
small volumes he had written upon his
V. V. CLA.RK,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
The Lonely Death at Phoenix of Col. travels in Europe, and in the Orient, resting place be the summit of the
West Gold avenue, i.juquprque, N. M.
and many references to magazine and butte that bears his name. It is not
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
newspaper articles, one or mem, oi Improbable that tne Historical society
Charles D. Poston.
plana and reduction works; mines and;
cnnniderahln length, on "The Building will, some day, reinter his bones on
mining investments; second hand
custom assaying and analysis.
of a State in Apache Land," having the site of the projected Temple of the
montn-ly- . Sun.
Angeles
Times.
Los
published
in
overland
the
been
congress.
OSTEOPATHY.
He had written voluminously as
"My mother Buffered a long time
well upon philosophical and religious
Dr. Conn sr.
pains and general 11'
subjects. He had nis own moaineu from distressing
graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
Port
indigestion,"
primarily
to
due
health
conceived
One of the most notable men of the iorm of theosophy and had
of Osteopathy. Kirkvllle, Ma L,ung trouL. W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. "Two
ble and all chronic diseaaea a sneclalty.
idea that it was the same form of says
southwest died in Phoenix, Ariz., the the
ago
I
got
try
years
She
to
Kodol.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
her
preby
worship practiced
the
religious
Zi; Automatic telephone, 104.
other day died in squalor and alone, historic Toltecan Inhabitants of Ari- grew better at once and now, at the
alter a career that had had the earth zona. Near Florence, Ariz., rises a age of 7G, eats anything she wants, reDENTISTS
within its range and after honors in conical hill of considerable height, sob marking that she fears no bad effects
number rarely bestowed upon a single ltary on the plain, not far from the as she has her bottle of Kodol handy."
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
man. Charles D. Poston, pioneer, trav- ruins of Casa Grande, and itself cov- Don't waste time doctoring symptoms.
30G West Gold avenue. Oflioe hours
your
cause.
If
Go
is
eler, poet, author, diplomat, breathed ered
stomach
the
after
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
with potsherds and with outlined
his last upon the earthen flqpr of an ruins leit by a forgotten people. For sound your health will be good. Kodol
5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appoint
adobe-buistrengthens
the
hut wherein be had made more than thirty years this hill has rests the stomach and
ments made by mall.
By
your
colored
linen
and
taking
natyour
by
years
digesting
body
food. It is
of his been known as "Poston's Butte."
his home during the latter&
O'Rielly
Co.; shirts, fancy vests, duck or linen
life. He had nearly attained his SUth
LAWYERS
and up the butte, at considera- ure's own tonic, J. H.
anniversary. For twenty years his life Around
expense, Poston had built a road. B. II. Briggs & Co.o
ble
laundry,
a
where
trousers
to
class
first
Bernard S. Roc".ey
had been a Bolitary one, though his Upon
summit it was his dream to
ATTORXiJY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N
An Assured Leprosy Cure.
bent figure was well known in Phoe- erect the
Diety
launWe
guaranteed.
a temple, wherefrom the
M. Prompt attention given to all business)
According to a St. Louis dispatch to satisfaction is
nix. He was surely Arizona's saint. should be worshiped, with solemnity
profession.
pertaining to the
Will pracHe did not look like the regulation on the uprising of the sun, to him the the Cincinnati Enquirer, a Chinese der your shirts, collars, cuffs and also tice In all courts of the territory and beby
the administjaint. nor is it probable that the glorious maniiestation ana representa- leper has been cured
fore the United States lac id office.
tration of "chaulmoogroll," the pro- ladies shirt waists in a manner that dechurch will Canonize 'nim, but Arizona tive of celestial omnipotence.
i. M. BonrJ
duct of an East ndla tree. Commenc fies competition by any other laundry ATTORN
cannot afford to be Reacting in such
at the
42 P street, N. opportunity
Pnutnn van a nntlva of Harden coun ing with five drops of oil a day, the
e
the
matters.
n.
C. Pensions, lands, time and place to
Washington,
W.,
In
your
New
on
Mexico.
Try
our
work
was
admitted
22
Kentucky.
ty,
At
he
patents, copyrights, caveats, letters par- witnesses of said claimant, and to
His support for Several years had tn th liar nml nraeticed for several dose was increased to forty or sixt
drops, three times a day, administered summer garments and it will save you ent, trade marks, clalinii.
been from a pension of $35 a month,
tlfer evidence in rebuttal of that subIn his native Btate, and in Wash in capsules. The oil is said to be the
conferred upon him by the legislature years
mitted by claimant.
sevD.
from
words.
saying
William
cuss
Lee
ana
wile
product of the seeds of a tree known
of Arizona, he being the only bene- ington. He outlived the
ATTORNET-AT-L,AftlANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
OiHce, room T
A as gynocardata odorata. which has no
early
union.
of
an
eral
children
legisficiary of that nature. The last
1ft
building.
Arniljo
practice
N.
T.
Will
ninrrlpil
F.
llr Rnniamln
counterpart among American trees.
all the courts of the territory.
lature Baw fit to enucmerate tne rea- rinnirhtBi.
Pope won
sons for tne bestowal of its bounty. Pope, of theasregular army.
or
surgeon
tne
"I
to
Fail
Never
Knew
R. W. D. Bryan
Painkiller
chief
distinction
The act recites: "Charles D. Poston, Fifth nrmv rnrna in the advance on before, what can the matter be Where
Back of Postoffice.
ATTORNEY-AT-LV, Albuquerque, N.
January, lo4, prospected the Ajo Santiago,
M.
Office. First National Bank building
Jied at his post in the Is the bottle? There, I thought so; It
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
mines, in what is now Pima county, Philippines,andwith
the rank of deputy is not Perry Davis' Painkiller at all,
Clancy
W.
Frank
Ariz., and In the same year organized
surgeon general. Mrs. Pope died on but something the druggist must have
rooms 2 and S,
ATTORNEI-- a
on said mines the first mining com- Hip
Purine while returning Come with made himself and I did not notice it;
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M.
pany to invest capital and to dp develyears
I
for
for
Painkiller
used
husband.
have
boay
of
her
opment work on mine; in what is now the
E. W. Dobaon
a ft or ucvrrnl 'vpars In' Washington. diarrhoea, cramps and stomach aches
Arizona, after its transfer to the UnitATTORNEY-AT-I.AOftVe, Crom- t v DnnTFPTIlF
Albuquerque,
N. M.
block,
well
ed States under the Gadaden purchase, Pnutnn wont to California as a gold- and it never failed.
af I aWV 1 1 ? tw
a
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Guaymas,
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v
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FLCUR AND BKmN IN CARLOAD
and was, from 1856 to 1861. deputy seeker, later,. from
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and obtained President Lincoln's
A SURE
lished in the territory; being always
nature to the act that, together with In New l orK. At tne ouioreaa oi me up to date on the events of the day,
GERMICIDE
abandoned
Union
war,
Dr.
forces
J. E. Bronson
civil
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Railroad Topics

DESERTED CITY.

Residence Portion of.New York Looks
Very Desolate.

the Waldo branch, stopped to examine a coupler on a tar
left for Santa Fe to take the run on and was in the act of kicking the coupthe Santa Fe branch.
ler when the car was moved and ran
Passenger trains are now running over him. The court says that he was
regularly over the Dawson branch of engaged in graiuying an idle curiosity
the Rock Island from French to Daw- in regard to an appliance, and the company owed him no duty, as it did not
son.
Fireman Britenstein Is shoveling know that he was on the track.
coal on the Waldo branch In place of
Cut Off. The Carlsbad Argus,
Fireman Gristwold, who Is visiting In In That
its comment on the Santa Fe cut
Missouri.
off, says:
"It now seems definitely
Engineer Talbot has ihe run on the certain that the Santa Fe will soon
Waido branch until the oldest engineer commence work on the cut off line
Is assigned to the rtrn. The engineer from Portales to a Junction with the
will be W. A. Shaw.
Santa Fe Pacific at Albuquerque. This
The boys at the Gallup round house will be a great benefit to the Pecos
have organized a base ball club and ex- Valley, for while the line of communipect to beat any club In McKinley cation with the northern jwrtlon of the
territory will still be rather lengthy,
county by the first of August.
D. E. Cain, newly appointed general it will be a vast improvement over the
'superintendent of the western grand present route of travel and decidedly
, division, left Topeka for La Junta, of less distance. All that is necessary
Mr. for New Mexico to be impressed with
Colo., his future headquarters.
Cain ocupied private car 213, that for- the resources and wealth of Eddy and
merly used by C. F. Resseguie, attach- Chaves counties is to be put in touch
with them. Just now these two conn-tieed to train No. 1.
virtually strangers in the parHubert A. Dodge, who has been ap- entalare
household."
pointed superintendent of telegraph oi,
the Santa Fe Central railway, has ar- Topeka Foreman to Go. There is a
, rived at SariTa Fe from Denver. Mr. well defined rumor that A. R. Davis,
Dodge has been in Santa Fe before as general foreman of the Santa Fe
chief operator for the Western Union. shops at Topeka, will resign effective
He is a skilled operator as well as July 15. Mr. Davis came to the Santa
wire man.
Fe the latter part of last December
Harry Evens, of St. Joe, Mo., who from the American Blower company,
with his wife and daughter, has been of Detroit, where he held an important
visiting friends In the city for some position, and took the foremanship of
time past, left last night for St. Joe. the Topeka machine shop. He continto resume his duties as chief clerk In ued in that capacity until April 1 when
the auditor's office of the Burlington upon the resignation of W. S. Lawless,
Route. Mrs. Evens will remain In Al he took his present place. Mr. Davis
buquerque indefinitely.
is known as an excellent mechanic,
The Topeka Journal says: Mrs. G. having invented a number of laltor
P. Tilson, wife of a former car shops saving devices since going to Topeka,
places." He Is
employe, expected to leave today for and has held
Las Vegas. N. M.. where her husband exceedingly popular among the men.
is in the Santa Fe hospital for lung For a time he was an inspector of vesindicate sels for the British government in the
trouble., Reports from Tilson
V.n
.,.r
No names are menlt.nt
West Indies.
man l,A
litr udo wrru,
mai urr in .iusc .l.nn
there being frequent hemorrhages of tioned in connection with his successor.
the lungs.
Contracts have been signed at Dala Cow. Union Pacific limitlas, Texas, by a citizens' committee ed Struck
train io. 12, pulled by engine No.
by
company
which
Rock
Island
the
and
Engineer Hockenburg in
890, with
that road ia guaranteed a bonus of charge, struck a cow near LaSalle,
way
right
of
a
for
$50,000
into that
The body of the cow passed uncity. The survey has already been Colo.
engine, mail car, baggage car,
the
der
begin
made and the road is expected to
two coaches and the diner, lodging in
its service into Dallas, via Fort Worth, the rear trucks of the diner. The
within three months.
miles an
train was running forty-fivThe Santa Fe Railway company has hour when it struck the cow. The big
asked the Santa Fe Central Railway engine seemed to rise from the tracks
company to remove its telegraph poles HocKenhurg expected that the train
from the Santa Fe company's right of would plunge into the ditch. He reway wherever they encroach upon it. versed the lever, applied the air
This will be done by the Santa Fe Cen-- . brakes and for 200 yards the train
tral people. New difficulties have also seemed to sail through the air. Then
arisen over the crossing of the Santa It stopped. So thoroughly was the carFe Central over the Santa Fe tracks at cass of the cow lodged in the trucks
Kennedy.
that it required an hour to get it out.
freight train was It is considered reniarkal le that the
A
wrecked in a small washout on the train was r.ot ditched. It is said by
Denver & Rio Grande railroad Thurs- railroad men that this is probably the
day night, about eight miles from first time that the carcass of a bovine
cars ever went under half n train without
Santa Fe. There were twenty-fivin the train. The wreck was not a se- a wheel leaving the track.
rious one and by yesterday alternoon
Oiled the Desert. The Santa Fehas
the derailed cars were on the track been
experimenting for several months
again and the train from Santa Fe for
past with oil as a means to lay the
dust along the track, and the results
J. P. McMurray and wife, of San
been most satisfactory. During
have
stopped
having
city,
are in the
summer
months the dust lias been
the
exan
over on their return home from
an obstacle that has frightened traveltended visit at different points in the ers, and this particularly applies to the
east. Mr. McMurray is an engineer on 360 miles of distance between Selig-mathe Rio Grande division and while in
and Hesperia, practically desert
the east attended tne national conven- country. The track for this entire distion of the Brotherhood of Locomotive tance has been sprayed with oil, and
Engineers, which was held at Norfolk, the operation, which began two weeks
Va. They will continue their journey ago, has just been finished.
to San Marcial this evening.
The result obtained is all that was
There is now an entire abdesired.
Important Plst Filed. The Senta Fe sence of dust, and the main objection
Central Railway company yesterday made by travelers to the southern
filed in the office of the territorial sec- route in the summer is now removed.
retary a plat of the Santa Fe railway Every five or six weeks the spraying
from Torrance, Lincoln county, to the will be repeated, and besides lemoving
boundary of the Santa Fe grant.
an objectionable feature of travel the
oil will preserve the material of the
Bill Clerk at Dodge City Killed. The track in such good condition that the
trainmen from the north report that ties will bo longer lived than when not
one of the Santa Fe bill clerks at treated with oil.
Dodge City got the top of his head
blown off Fourth of July night about 9
Saves a Woman's Life.
o'clock. He and a friend were helping
To have given up would have meant
to mage a big noise with a gas pipe
for Mrs. Lois Cragg. of Dorches-ter- ,
and anvil when the gas pipe exploded deathMass. For years she had endured
and tore the top of his skull off, killing untold misery from a severe lung trouhim instantly.
ble and obstinate cough. "Often," she
writes. "I could scarcely breathe' and
A New Division Made. The Atchisometimes could not speak. All docson, Topeka & Santa Fe has purchased tors
and remedies failed till I used Dr.
tio acres of land In addition to properKing's New Discovery for Consumption
ty in Paul's Valley, I. T., the alleged and
completely cured." Sufferers
purpose being to establish a division from was
coughs, colds, throat and lung
Oklahoma.
new
eastern
The
in the
need this grand remedy, for it
Atchison has bought the Gulf, Colo- trouble
disappoints.
Cure is guaranteed
never
&
from
Purcell by all druggists. Price
Santa Fe tracks
rado
50 cents and
Valley
making
Paul's
to Paul's Valley,
$1. Trial bottle free.
a center for the main lines.
o
A Jolly Evening.
Rock Island Changes. The Rock
was
An informal dancing party
Island system announced the follow- given last
evening at Orchestrion hall,
ing changes:
in Old Albuquerque, in honor of Mrs.
A. L. trtuder, formerly assistant
Howard Dillon, of El Paso, who is vispower,
be
to
perintendent of motive
iting
Mrs. B. Spitz, and Miss Minnie
divismaster mechanic of the Kansas
Holzman, of Las Vegas, who is visiting
ion.
Two special
Mrs. Simon Neustadt.
E. O. Cole, master mechanic of the cars took the jolly party over and
Nebraska division.
dancing commenced at once to music
W. E. Anderson, master mechanic of by the orchestrion and Miss Hanthorn.
the Colorado division. With the
A vely game of ping pong was played
appointment the office of general by those who did not care to dance.
foreman is abolished.
During ti e evening a quartet of colA. C. Ailar.is is appointed master ored
nmtiiians sang several amusing
mechanic oi the Chickasha and 1). D. selections.
It was an entirely informal
Robertson, master mechanic of the El affair and delightful refreshments
Paso division.
were served. The party returned about
n:id;nght. Electric fans were used to
New Sprinkler and Weed Burner.
The Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe has a cool the building ar.d added greatly to
new machine for sprinkling its tracks the pleasu.e.
with oil and at the same time destroyWhen Other Medicines Have Failed
ing the weeds growing between the Take Foley's Kidney Cure.
It has
rails. It is rolled along by an engine cured when everything else has disapat the rate of about four miles per pointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.
hour and the burning oil forced downo- ward destroys all weeds and foreign
Just received a large shipment of
between
not
the
desired
mateiial
Japanese and Chinese roattiug. Albert,
tracks. As soon as the oil drops upon Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
the ties, ballast, etc., it becomes exStatehooJ cigars, two for 25 cents.
tinguished, thus sprinkling the tracks
at. the same time the weeds and vegetable growths are destroyed by the
heat. The Santa Fe is the only road
using this machine.
to prevent pneumonia and consumption Is to cure your cold when it first
verAwarded.
The
Damages
Heavy
Acker's English Remedy will
dict of a jury at Trinity, Texas, in appears. cough
In a night, and drive
awarding $15.0oo damages to the stop the
a
widow of a man who was run over and the cold out of your system. Always
l iii.,.
l.v a tar nn the track of the quick and sure cure for asthma, bronlung troubles.
Missouri. Kansas & Texas, has been chitis and all throat and
satisfy you the druggist
reversed and remanded by the court of If it does not
civil appeals at San Antonio, Texas. will refund your money. Write &to us
Co..
found that the deceased was not for free sample. W. H. Hooker
It was
Lillpil end- was tint- Buffalo. N. V. J. H. ORIelly & Co. and
r..Ccini
when
,
n
nuofi"e
.
a . ttl
PE.tr,fv a Irsr-liiir nan B. II. Briggs & Co.
A. F. Eames, of

THE POLITICAL SITUATION.
New York, July 12. The end of the
second week of July finds New York
a rather dismal looking city. If one's
observations are confined to the residential section, for people who found
it impossible to get away to the country resorts in June endeavored to
leave as early in July as possible.
Therefore the stores and fashionable

s

V.

.

The advent of vcomnnliood Is fraught with dangers which even careful
mothers too often neglect. Some, of the dangers are belated and suppressed
menstruation. " The lily droops on its stem and dies before its beauty la
unfolded." It is well demonstrated In Miss Caine's letter that Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound la certain to assist nature to perform
her regular duties, and young women who are irregular, or have any ailment
peculiar to their sex should hasten to commence the use of Lydia K. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound, and then sit down and write a letter to Mrs.
Pink ham telling her all about their illness; she will (rive the case careful
and motherly consideration, and advise Just what to do to get well j she considers
such letters strictly confidential ; she will charge nothing, and thousands of
young women owe their present health and happiness to her advice,
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From the Treasurer of the Young
People's Christian Temperance
Association.

thoroughfares are somewhat deserted.
Business in other quarters, however,
seems almost as brisk as in the fall or
winter and contractors are reaping a
uaivest of money owing to the demand
for handsome new apartments, hotels
POLICE COURT.
and business buildings all over the
city.
The Reporter Reports Several Booze
Cases This Morning.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all young women who are ill to write
The United States would find the
Boone flowed freely yesterday aftercity government a ready purchaser if noon and last night and consequently her for advice. Address Lynn, Mass., giving full particulars.
it would only consent to erect a new there was sf rush In police business
and adequate postoffice building up- this morning.
town, as has been suggested. The city
Frank Whltson, who has been doing
needs a new building badly. The pres- the town for about a year, received a
ent city hall Is too small for Its needs, scolding from Justice Crawford, and
and yet cannot very .well be enlarged. was promised a double A: e If he ever
The city departments' therefore, occu- appeared In that court .''gain.
py rented apaitments in several office
Tom Dugan. prize fight r, hash sling-ebuildings, and the city pays over
and dishwasher, who was arrested
a year in rent. Mayor Low and for holding a man up for 10 cents,
Comptroller Grout are figuring the cost given one day for each cent, andwasa
of a new building.
farewell parting of "We don't want
you banging around."
The democrats are trying very hard
James Smith, drunk and disorderly,
to find a big man to nominate for gov- appeared.
Smith is from Gallup and
ernor next all. The democratic govthe dough. He paid $5.
ernors of New York have almost with- hadThe
spirits in two booze soaked naout exception been men prominent in tives got
together yesterday afternoon
the public eye, and a small fellow will on Third street. One is in limbo
and
not do in such perilous times as these. the other is wanted.
The names of Van Buren, Marcy, Seymour, Tilden. Cleveland and Hill are
Poisoning the System.
national possessions. Even the last
It is through the nowcls that the
democratic governor, R. P. Flower, al- body is cleansed of impurities. Constithough not a statesman of the same pation keeps these poisons In the sysrank as these, possessed a strong in- tem, causing headache, dullness and
dividuality and was his own governor. melancholia at first, then unsightly
When the democrat a have nominated eruptions and finally serious illness unsomebody else's man for governor he less a remedy is applied.
De Witt's
has always been defeated. The situa- Little Early Risers prevent this trouble
tion this year calls for a candidate of i.y stimulating the liver and promote
such conspicuous mental and moral easy, healthy action of the bowels.
strength, that he can cany on an of- These little pills do not act violently
fensive, not dcfer.sive campaign.
but by strengthening the bowels enable them to perform their own work.
By the special
enrollment certifi- Never gripe or distress. J. H. O'Rielly
cates filed with the board of elections. & Co.fB. H. Briggs & Co.
Tammany has inert ased its eni oiled
membership to 133.000 and the repubPLACES OF WORSHIP.
lican organization in Manhattan to
St. John's Episcopal church 10 a.
The special enrollment aggreJIISS ELIZABETH CAINE.
gated 38.000, of whom fi,4T5 were re- m.. Sunday school; 11 a. m., morning
prayer and sermon on the Apocalypse,
publicans and the rest democrats.
subject, "The souring Out of the First
"Dear Mrs. Pinkham : I want to tell you rind all the young ladies
of the country, how grateful I am to you for the lieneflts I have received
State Senator Tim Sullivan Is undis- Vial;" 8 p. ni., evening prayer and serputed boss of thp Bowery and In the mon on "The Bible, What Is It?"
from using Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I suffered for
opinion of many he it; now the strongf.cad Avenue Methodist church, coreight months from suppressed menstruation, and it affected my entire sysest individual force In the Tammany ner of Lead avenue and Third street
tem until I became weak
debilitated, and at times felt that I had a
organization. The senator Is still an The pastor will preach morning and hundred aches In as many and
places.
I only used the Compound for a few
S.
of
Bird
of
evening.
cordially
nomination
Invited.
the
All are
advocate
change
wrought
it
weeks,
but
in
a
me
which I felt from the very begingovernor,
so
,
leathe
for
Coler
and
Sunday school at 9: 45; Epworth
ning. I have been very regular since, have no pains, and find that my
gubernatorial boom ha? gue at 7 p. m.
entire lody is as if it was renewed. I gladly recommend Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
had a revival.
Highland Methodist church, South
Vegetable Compound to everybody." Mtss Elizabeth Caisjc,
pastor
M. Hodgson,
street
Arno'
The savings banks and the state Sunday school at 10 a. m.; Epworth 69 W. Division St., Foml du Lac, Wis.
comptroller are having a controversy league at 7 p. m.; preaching by the
When the young girl's thoughts become sluggish when she experiover the imposition of the 1 per cent pastor at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. A weltax on surplus. The comptroller con- come for all. Bring your friends with ences headaches, dizziness, faintness. and exhibits an abnormal disposition to sleep, pains in the back and lower limbs, eyes dim, desire for
tends that undivided profits shall be you.
subject to tax as surplus. The State
will be services as usual at solitude, and a dislike for the society of other girls, when she is a mystery
There
to herself and friends, then the mother should go to her aid promptly.
Savings Banks association will contes' the Baptist church tomorrow morning,
the ruling in the courts.
when the Rev. Geo. H. Brewer will At such a time the greatest aid' to nature is Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeThere will be no services in table Compound. It prepares the young system for the coming change,
Disputes seem to be popular. One preach.
evening, except Baptist Young and is the surest reliance for woman's ills of every nature.
has broken out again in the board of the
meeting at 7 o'clock.
When you ask for Mrs. Pinkham's medicine at your druggist'
education over the selection of educa- People's Union of
repairs being made do not be persuaded
On account
tors from outside of New York city for
to take something else said to he "just as
prominent educational positions In the In the Congregational church there good." Nothing In the world Is bo good for women's Ills.
city school system. New Yorkers ob- will be no Sun. lav schoo. next SunOwing lo the fact that tome tkepHcal people
ject strenuously to having an outsider day.
have Irom time to time questioned the genuine- fill important city positions. laimin?
of the testimonial letter, we are constant);
publlshins: we have deposi
that there are enough men in the city
bank, of Lvnn. Mass.. Icono. which will
Litv
A
VERMONT
from whom to make a selection. No
be paid to any person who will show that the above testimonial is not
doubt of this, but there Is certainly an
genuine, or was published before obtaining the writer'a special permission. Lycllft E. PiDkliatii M exile no Company, Lynn, Mataa.
advantage of setting in new blood from
outside once in a while, therefore the Desperate
Life.
appointment of D. A. Bardwell. of
Green Tags.
to be district superintendent
Trunks, valises, hand bags, unit
in this city has created quite a commoon our goods incur that we have made cases, telescopes, largest variety in
Mrs. Nathan Beal says:
tion.
material price reductions on all goods city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
so designated. Our suits, shoes, hats Goods Company.
one
The aquarium at the battery is
o
and shirts are offered at 10 to 30 per
We are sole agent for Wheeler &.
rf the most popular resorts just now
Comoff from former prices.
cent
If
in
beon account of a "real sea serpent"
need of anything In our line, it will Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
ing there. The "sea serpent" has been
pay you to get our prices first. Simon tne market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
identified as being a Channomuraena
avenue.
Stern,
the Railroad avenue clothier.
o
Vittata. It is only four feet long, but
la Demlng the demand for rental
it is sufficiently ferocious in aspect to
MurnDing.
houses la five times in excess of the
warrant the idea that it is the baby ot
We have auaea a plumbing depart- supply.
a seu serpent. It is an exceedingly
shop
to
our
ment
and
tin
business.
rare specimen of animal life in the
Me From the Insane Hospital When you bavo anything in this line
Demlng! Have you been there? If
occu.. It Is striped with yellowish Saved
to be done see us tbout i before plac- not, you should get there for the bis
brownbackground
of
a
ban'ls arainst
as Well as Cured My Rheuing your order. Albuquerque Hard- sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
ish tint, has a snakelike head, terminmatism.
ware company.
ating in a bill, has neither scales nor
Demirg Is the great mining venter
o
fins and its general boa constrictor apIn Demlng good sate loans can br of the southwect.
pearance is only dissipated by an
o
tail.
There never was a remedy so highly bad at better rates than In the old ea
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
taUlshed towns.
ComCelery
recommended
as
Paine's
CVitainly no city in the country has pound. There never was a remedy in
had more attention attracted to it this bin li universal demand. It is popular
ayiaa
year than Ne York on account of the and prized in tens of thousands of
large
charirahle
large number of
homes, because it makes sick people
that have been made by differ well.
recentpersons
here. The
ent wealthy
Paine's Celery Compound has saved
ly founded "Winifred Masterson Burke
from nervous prostration
thousands
by
John and collapse;
Relief Foundation" Just given
it has effected wonderFor Insuring In
M. Burke at a cost of $4.ooo.ooo, for
kidney and liver comful cures
"the relief of intelligent and respecta- plaints; itsin victories over
rheumatism
ble men and women who in conseneuralgia have commanded the atquence of sickness or discharge from ami
tention and admiration of our best
hospuitals before they have regained physieians.
It has cured disease when
strength sufficient to earn tiieir liveli- everything
else has failed.
hood, or in consequence of other misHeals, a well known
Mrs.
fortune, may be in need of temporary lady of Nathan
Gallup's Mills, Vt., writes as
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
assistance" is one of the grandert follo'.ts; "For ten months before I
philanthropies of the decade and has commenced taking Paine's Celery
brought forth many touching expresI could not put my foot on the
sions of appreciation.
It realizes ths highest interest rate; has the lowest death rate;
first round of my chair, only five
makes only the cafest investments; gives the best results.
Charles M. Sebwan's plans for his in inu. .e frommythe floor. had Inearly lost
of
left side, anil could not
Its Policy Contracts Combine INVESTMENT, INSURANCE, ENfresh air charity for children at 'Rich- the a pound
weight with the left hand
DOWMENT, ANNUAL INCOME.
mond Beach, Statcn Island, are on so lift
Many
dropping
it.
large a scale that it will not be possi- withoutI danger of
The UNION CENTRAL for several years has paid from its Interwould lift something at the
ble to open the place this summer. times
est Receipts all of its Death Claims, Matured Endowments and Taxes.
had a presA steamer is being built to convey the table, only to drop it.
No other Company has accomplished such results.
head and a pain
children back and forth, and other sure iu the top of my
base of thti brain, which would
elaborate preparations are under con- at tin. me
so nervous that I used to tell
The Twenty-Payme- nt
Guaranty Life Policy
struction. Mr. Schwab desires, if pos- bmyav"
go
crazy.
surely
I
husband
would
very
poor
not
and
sible, to reach the
SunTHE BEST PROTECTIVE INSURANCE
to duplicate the work, of other chari- I could not keep still at night, and
days were Just awful to me. I found
ties.
It is inexpensive. It gives perfect protection. It leaves no chance
my whole system prostrated, and it
of loss. It gives several ways of settlement.
Among other reforms Introduced at took a long time to build up my poor,
Ellis Island by Immigration Commis- woriiout nerves. I think that Painp's
EVERYTHING IN THE POLICY GUARANTEED
sioner Williams is the establishment t' lei y Compound saved me from the
t
The
Guaranty Life Policy is a definite contract to
my
as
.names
r.s
Hospital,
of
well
cured
index
alphabetical
the
Insane
an
of
do a specific thing, and the exact cost of carrying the insurance can be
of all immigrants arriving at this port. rheumatism'."
known in advance
This will be of immense advantage. It
Tin, galvanized iron and coppei
will enable friends of immigrants to
find traces of them and will also be of work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
UNION
CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
ny.
value in naturalization proceedings.
u
OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
Personally conducted coaching parDemlng water and pure ozone make
New
of
summer
a
&
now
NEAL,
feature
CARTER
are
General Agents, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ties
strong and healthy people.
i ork, and may be appreciated by touro
"
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen
ists who are in the city. The coaches
$500,-oo-

e

Mar-cia-

UUHES

LETTTERtoVOUCJE

--

1

double-heade-

leave at stated times during the day
and In two hours and a half most of
the "sights" of Manhattan Island. Including Grant's tomb. Riverside drive.
Central Park, Fifth avenue, etc., are
visited each coach having on board
an expei t guide and lecturer to explain
the various points of interest.
Having always had a leaning toward
New Orleans during the term of winter
racing, the metropolitan turf world
will this coining season find its Interest in the sport at the Crescent City
mor? keenly alive than ever. Prominent easterners will ship strings of
horses there and the greatest season
in the history of the place Is predicted
K. G. M.
from this section.
For forty years Dr. Fowler's Extract
of Wild Strawberry has been curing
summer complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody flux, pain in the .stomach,
and it has never yet failed to do everything claimed for it.
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W. Edwards,
rates.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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.1. Leonard Knapp, of Socorro, is in
,
the city.
Passenger traffic on No. 2 was unusually heavy this morning.
Silas Alexander, a prominent attorney of Socorro, is in the rity.
Bernalillo Pearrup. of J. H. Bearrup
& Soup, wool pullers, is reported

A

J

111.

If

toey wish to secure

F. W. Hamm is reported getting
along nic ely. He has been seriously ill
the past month with pneumonia, and
word received this afternoon from bis
rick chamber giv s the cheerful news
that be lias about passed the danger
point.
Louis ilaer. the well known wool
buyer, formerly of this city but tho
past year or so of Boston, Mass., is in
Hie city, coming in from Santa Fe,
where his wife is visiting, last night.
He w ill return to Santa Fe tonight or
tomorrow morning.
The Raton Range says: Rev. Geo.
11. Brewer, a Baptist missionary of Albuquerque, was In Raton Tuesday, the
object of his visit being to consult with
his cousin, Mrs. Engledow, on matters
relating to a large estate In Canada,
in which both are interested and wnich
will shortly he settled.
Several Albuquerque people wfll
leave this evening for Santa Ke. from
which city they will accompa'ny the
Santa Ke' Central ball team on their
excursion to Antonito. Colo. Five cars
for passengers have been chartered.
They will leave Santa Fe tomorrow
morning at 6:30 and are due to return
at 11 in the evening.
There are five sick men at the c,lty
building and all of them quite sick.
They need dellcsrles that the city can-

What has become of the Wand Herald? It has not shown up at this otllee
for several weeks.
Dr. G. W. Harrison was a passenger
He will
for Bernalillo this morning.
return this evening.
Dr. John A. Taseher will leave tomorrow morning for a month's visit
at his old home in Chicago.
Mrs. Felipe Hubhell, of Pajarito. Is
WILL CERTAINLY NEED A PAIR OF LOW SHOES TO WEAR
enjoying a visit from her sister. Mrs.
WHY NOT BUY THEM RIGHT
THROUGH THE HOT SEASON.
Sallie Kelly, of Reading, Pa.
' To all correspondents of this paper
WE HAVE STILL A GOOR ASNOW AND BE COMFORTABLE?
The Citizen has adopted one line as
SORTMENT OF SIZES TO FIT YOU PROPERLY.
follows:
"Special Correspondence."
special agent for the
Korper,
H.
W.
$1.15
Ladies' Canvas Oxfords
John J. Fulton company medicines. Is
$1.50 to $1.75
Ladies' Dongola Oxfords
In the city today from Sar Francisco.
Miss Carrie Bogh, who has been enLadies' Vlci Kid Oxfords, hand turn or extension soles ..$2.25 to $3.00
an extended visit with friends
joying
.....$3.50
Ladies' Patent Kid Oxfords and Colonials
at' Macungie, Pa., has returned home.
60 to $2.50
Ladies' Slippers and Strap Sandals
Fred U. McKeehan. deputy United
States marshal, left this mornine for a
$1.15 to $1.50
Men's Canvas Shoes and Oxfords
visit at his old home in Hillsboro, not furnish, nor the Benevolent society, for lack of funds. They need milk,
:
$1.50 to $3.50
Men's Low Shoes
Ohio.
butter and eggs, fruit, etc. Will the
have
Harry
who
Worrell,
and
Walter
50
to $1.50
Men's Slippers
of the city leave dobeen spending several days at Angel charitable people
90 to $1.60
Children's Slippers
camp. Coyote canyon, have returned nations at the city building care of Mr.
and Mrs. Jackson. They have kindly
to the city.
consented to care for and distribute
C. A. Cavanaueh. traveling salesman
the same. By order of Mrs. Ilfeld.
for the Gross, Kelly & Co. wholesale president. Mrs. J. W. Edwards, secrepassenger
north
was
a
grocery
house,
PRESERVING TIME
tary.
this morning.
You are Invited to attend the social
Miss Sarah Ross and her guest. Miss
Is right upon you, so you should not
Llda Ward, of Springfield, III., are dance at Orchestrion hall tonight. Prodelay ordering what you require in the sightseeing at Isleta ..oday. They will fessor Devine and Mrs. Rose Berry
wiil furnish the music.
way of sugar, spices and preserving return this evening.
Mrs. Annie Becker, widow of II. I).
P. E. Daniel, the local shoemaker,
fruits. We have laid In a special fine Becker, deceased, will remove from
corner
Second and Silver avenue, has
of these goods, and when we recom- the city, taking up her residence at the just received a solidity repairing outfit.
Indan village of Isleta.
He is now prepared to do your snoe
mend them we know too much cannot
Allen G. Kennedy, chief civil engin repairing on short notice. One trial
eer ror the Santa re uentrai. came is all be asks.
be said in their favor.
down from Santa Fe last night and is
Zeiger's Cafe free lunch tonight.
spending the day in the city.
Rev. George Brewer will preach at Everybody invited.
the Salvation Army tent, corner ot
Dwight Wheeler s carpenter shop is
Second street and Lead avenue, on now located at 308 West Copper aveSunday evening at 8 o'clock.
nue.
Nob. 118 and 140 South Second SL
M. E. Porter, traveling representa
Bring In your tinware and have It
tive for the International Correspondence school, returned last night from repaired. Albuquerque Hardware coma business trip to Santa Fe.
pany.
B. F. Fillmore, of the Phoenix dry
A Sale That Sells.
goods store. Is enjoying a pleasant
Is merit in our green tag pricFillmore,
There
brotner,
James
from
his
visit
LUCKY SEVEN.
SEVEN SELLERS
WIngate.
es and that Is why our sales never fall
Florsheim Oxtord Tie, $3.50 to $4.00. troop F, stationed at Fort
we have the goods with which
a
health seeker. flat, for up
John W. Ixickhart,
Florsheim Southern Tie, $3.00 to
our price quotations. Simto
back
Albuin
who has spent several months
$3.50.
Railroad avenue clothier.
tne
on
Stern,
a
short
Southern Tie, solid comfort, $2.25 to querque, lett this morning for
visit at his home In Kansas City, Mo.
$2.50.
A fine free lunch at the White EleAlfred Grunsfeld will leave tonight phant resort tonight.
Southern Tie, plain toe, $2.50 to
for Los Angeles, where she will meet
$3.00.
Notice of Removal.
Prince Alberts, plain toe, $2.50 to Mrs. Grunsfeld and children, and the
whole family will then visit San Fran
We are now to be found In our new
$2...
Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00.
office at the corner of Coal avenue and
cisco.
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50.
The Commercial club meeting last First street, south of viaduct. Autonight, to hear the report of the com- matic telephone 26fi, old telephone.
JOHN S. BiTAVEN,
mittee on the smelter proposition, No. 4.
Clarkvllle coal yards.
failed to materialize, there being no
quorum present.
Judee B. F. Baker. Deputy G. v. O Standard
Q
Paper Patterns.
Call be taken down in a moment and
MONEY TO LOAN.
Stenographer Harry Owen and
Crosby,
O
On diamonds, watcnes, etc.. or any put out of the way. Will last a life Interpreter Nestor Montoya returned O Fancy waists for ladies., outing
good security; also househoM goods time. Complete with three lasts for last night from Gahup, where court 0 skirts for ladies, shirt waists 0
0 with "Duchess" closing for ladies 0Q
stored with me; strictly confidential. men's, women's and children's shoes was held all week.
0 and misses, will all be found in
Highest cash price paid for household $1. For sale at C. May's popular priced
Albuof
tue
just received at 0
J. H. Bearrup, president
shoe store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
0 August patterns
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
was
at
mills,
0
O Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
If you are going east do not forget querque Wool Scouring
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
to meet his 0O0O00000 0Q00000
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Wea- the depot this morning
wife, who returned from a two months'
ver's, 307 South First street.
Go to E. J. Post & Co.'s and buy one
visit, on the Pacific coast.
STOVE REPAIRS.
of
those handsome Automatic refrigpeople
of
young
the
A number of
Borradalle & Co.,
at cost.
erators
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
at
good
a
time
city are anticipating
117 Gold Ave.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
dance to be given at
the
o
Invited and expected to
Everybody
Ifexlco.
Orchestrion hall tonight. Quite a large attend grand free lunch at the Zeiger
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.
See the newest in ladles' neckwear
night.
crowd attended last Saturday
o
Cafe tonight.
at The Economist.
o
Miss Nellie Hazledine will leave this
&
Alamogordo
Mountain
Sacramento
Demlng, the gateway to the best
Our entire line of refrigerators at
evening for Santa Monica, Cal., where
Railway.
Vart of Old Mexico.
her sister. Miss Lucy, in cost while they last. E. J. Post & Co.
Effective June 2nd first class passen she will join
They
a pleasant vacation.
Kuppe's druz store open all night ger train will
enjoying
8
Alamogordo
leave
at
of Auevery night.
OMONEY TO LOAN
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:60 expect to return about the first
Window shades In all colors and a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloud- gust.
Mrs. Oscar Goebel and sons, who
widths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamo
On diamonds, watches or any good
have been sojourning at Santa Monica,
gordo at 8 p. m.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
the in- security. Great bargains In watches
Passengers for these trains can take Cal.. the past month enjoy.ng Pa'ciflc,
IVES, THE FLORIST.
ocean breezes of the
of every description.
Demlng!
Don't overlook It If you broakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock vigorating
to
the city this morning, and
returned
Cloudcroft.
at
dinner
inpaying
and
a
are looking for sale
evenA. H. iNftW,
home,
this
go
to Delen, their
will
A. N. BROWN,
vestment
ing.
P.-G.
I.
E.
A.,
Route.
street, few door
P.
Second"
209
South
Mexican 'drawn woric in endless
Juan Sandoval, who Is in the mer
f
wstoflflee.
nortn
at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Curtains! Curtains! I Curtains!
cantile business at La Jara. In the
avenue.
up to date lace cur Naeimiento valley, is in the city today
We
mowing
are
Is
good
hotel
Demlng
In
another
In Brussels net, Irish point, Ara around town with bis uncle, Hon. Al GENTLEMENI
needed to accommodate the enormous tains
Juan reports doing
Our selection of over two thousand
blan
n"t, Nottingham, Bobblnet and Jandro Sandoval.
populationIncrease of
spring samples, comprising all the
205 Railroad a irood business, but says La Jara is
muslla.
Albert
Febar.
In Mexican drawn work we are avnue.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
not near as lively as ciiy life In Albu
showing a big assortment. Albert
o
fancy vestlngs, overcoats
querque.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Notice.
and fulldiesb suits, are ready for
wishing to attend the na
Persona
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals tional encampment of tho Grand Army
your inspection. Our tailoring and
The Percales we sell at 6 cents per
s.vles are unexcelled and the prices
yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern. in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short of the Republic to be held at Washing5 cents up, 111 North First
orders,
talK. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
('.
to
requested
are
Oc
$100
you
tober
buy
Demlng
C,
D.
for
can
ton,
lots
In
215 South Second street.
less street.
report to Department Commander J.
hlch will pay you 100 per cent
than twelve months.
Your parcels ana baggage delivered
You need It! We sell ft! The Dandy by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
Report of the Condition
shoe shiner. It makes shoe polishing the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue,
of the
easy. Holds the shoe in, any position. Automatic phone No. 202.

YOU!

J. L. BELL

1902

12

Golden Pule Dry Goods Co,
O

5 66 6 66

66 6 66 66 6 66 6 666 66 8 55 CS'S'rr'3'3r5Stf5tf35Wo"l

FOR EVERYTHING IN

Dry Goods,

Clothing,

Furnishing Goods.
SPECIALTY OF

Ladies' and Children's

SHOES
The Big Store With Little Prices.

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS

and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE,,

& CO.

Buckeye
Mowers

MEN'S OXFORDS

T. MUENSTERMAN.

ooooooaooooaooooooo

CITY NEWS.

Berry-Devln-

e

7a-ilct-

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

COCXDOOCOCOCOCO

THE DIFFERENCE!
THERE IS

A VAST

ARE FULL OF ANNOUNCEMENTS

1

OF

BANK
"

tittle

smartly ilrrtsed men wear
to set Stein JJlovh Clothes."

Summer
Clearance
Sale

Mid

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
Real estate
Cash on baud
Internal Rev. Stamp

l'

IVA

CHOICE

NOW

ONLY

$2.50.
All

Men's

formerly

Fine
sold

LIABILITIES.
Capital paid iu
Undivided profits
Deposits

$

THEM.

Our Semi-Annu-

Shirt Waists,
for $2.00,

$2.25

Ci-AI-

YOUR CHOICE WHILE THEY
LAST ONLY $1.75.

L WASHBURN.

know-iciir- e

belief.

W. S. STRICKLER.
Vice President and Cashier,
Sworn to before me this 5th day of
Julv, Uu2.
R. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public.

Correct Attest:

SOLOMON LUNA,
WM. MclNTOSH,
M. S. OTERO,

Directors.

M

SELL AT THE END OF EACH SEASON ALL GOODS LEFT OVER
AT SUCH FIGURES AS WILL SPEEDILY SELL THEM AND WE
HAVE ALWAYS SUCCEEDED IN DOING li. HENCE THE

E

BETWEEN

OUR SALES AND SOME OTHERS IS THAT

Ours Is a Sale That Sells
WE ARE NOT SELLING $18.00 SUITS FOR $8.25, $6.00 TROUSERS FOR $1.50 NOR $2.00 SHIRTS FOR 50 CENTS. WE HAVE NO
OLD SHELF WORN GOODS TO UNLOAD, BUT WE HAVE AN UP
TO DATE AND NEW STOCK OF SEASONABLE GOODS WHICH WE
OFFER AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES IN ORDER TO MOVE
THEM. A LOOK AT OUR GREEN TAG PRICES WILL TELL YOU

R. R. Ave. Clothier

jooocococococococoooooooc
"coocoooc

Whitney

Company

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

Territory of New Mexico, )
)
Count v of Bernalillo.
I, W. S. Strlckler. vice president an
cashier of the above named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my
i

S

--

$841,000.21

an

Green Tag Sale

al

HAS BECOME A FEATURE OF OUR BUSINESS AND HAS
PROVED POPULAR. "THE REASON FOR THAT IS EASITO DO WE
LY FOUND AND IS: WE DO ALL THAT WE

72,400.00
iy.G37.93
748,902.28

1

and $2.50

E.

t43.4i
$841,000.21

Pairs Men's Tan Shoes
Pingree & Smith's make, former
price $1.00 and $3.00
YOUR

'.

3,028.47
172,M2.ij
05,175.04

acct..

SALES OF ALL

OF SPECIAL

SIMON STFRNThe

7.7feS.'J8

Furniture and fixtures
Due from other banks

150

.4- -

$:.0o,f,21.i

THE PAPERS

ALL ABOUT IT.

of
Albuquerque. New Mexico,
At the close of Business July 3rd, 1902.

you tcant to I tune what

this season,

COMMERCE

IN SALES.

SORTS AND AuL SORTS OF REASONS ARE GIVEN FOR HAVING

1 1

-

DIFFERENCE

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses

PLUMBERS
7

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

South First street.
Phones: Aut.

Albuquerque, N.
248; Bell. 85.

'J.

